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Abstract

Information contained in the free text of health records is useful for the immediate
care of patients as well as for medical knowledge creation. Advances in clinical
language processing have made it possible to automatically extract this informa-
tion, but most research has, until recently, been conducted on clinical text written
in English. In this thesis, however, information extraction from Swedish clinical
corpora is explored, particularly focusing on the extraction of clinical findings.
Unlike most previous studies, Clinical Finding was divided into the two more
granular sub-categories Finding (symptom/result of a medical examination) and
Disorder (condition with an underlying pathological process).

For detecting clinical findings mentioned in Swedish health record text, a ma-
chine learning model, trained on a corpus of manually annotated text, achieved
results in line with the obtained inter-annotator agreement figures. The machine
learning approach clearly outperformed an approach based on vocabulary map-
ping, showing that Swedish medical vocabularies are not extensive enough for the
purpose of high-quality information extraction from clinical text. A rule and cue
vocabulary-based approach was, however, successful for negation and uncertainty
classification of detected clinical findings.

Methods for facilitating expansion of medical vocabulary resources are partic-
ularly important for Swedish and other languages with less extensive vocabulary
resources. The possibility of using distributional semantics, in the form of Random
indexing, for semi-automatic vocabulary expansion of medical vocabularies was,
therefore, evaluated. Distributional semantics does not require that terms or abbre-
viations are explicitly defined in the text, and it is, thereby, a method suitable for
clinical corpora. Random indexing was shown useful for extending vocabularies
with medical terms, as well as for extracting medical synonyms and abbreviation
dictionaries.
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Sammanfattning

Den information som dokumenteras i patientjournaler är viktig i vården av
patienter, men informationen kan även användas för att utvinna ny medicinsk kun-
skap. Genom att anpassa språkteknologiska verktyg till journaltext är det även
möjligt att automatiskt extrahera den information som dokumenteras i löpande
text. Hittills har emellertid språkteknologisk forskning på journaltext mest be-
drivits på text skriven på engelska. Ämnet för den här avhandlingen är istäl-
let extraktion av information från journaltext skriven på svenska, och framför
allt undersöks automatisk extraktion av kliniska fynd. Till skillnad från tidigare
studier, delades Kliniskt Fynd upp i två delkategorier, Fynd (symtom/resultat från
en medicinsk undersökning) och Sjukdom (tillstånd med en underliggande pato-
logisk process).

För att hitta kliniska fynd i texten användes maskinlärning, och en modell trä-
nad på manuellt annoterad journaltext uppnådde resultat som var fullt jämförbara
med den uppmätta samstämmigheten mellan annoterarna. Att istället använda
termlistor från medicinska lexikala resurser för att hitta kliniska fynd i journal-
texten var dock mindre framgångsrikt, vilket visar att svenska lexikala resurser
behöver utökas för att kunna användas för att extrahera information ur patient-
journaler. Ett system byggt på regler och lexikala resurser lyckades däremot bra
med att detektera vilka av de hittade kliniska fynden som var negerade och vilka
som uttrycktes med osäkerhet.

För svenska, och andra språk med begränsade lexikala resurser, är metoder som
gör det lätt att utöka befintliga resurser extra viktiga. I denna avhandling utvärd-
erades Random indexing, vilket är en metod som bygger på distributionell seman-
tik och därför är lämpad för termextraktion från journaltext, där använda termer
sällan definieras. Random indexing visade sig vara ett användbart stöd för att
halv-automatiskt utöka lexikala resurser med medicinska termer och för att extra-
hera medicinska synonymer och förkortningsordlistor.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and general aims

1.1 Introduction

When patients are under care, their medical status and their treatment are system-
atically documented in health records (Nilsson, 2007, pp. 11–12). A health record
typically consists of structured data and of narrative text, and its content is a critical
source of information for those involved in the immediate care of a patient.

Health records have traditionally been kept on paper (Nilsson, 2007, p. 150), but
the digitalisation of the health care documentation offers new possibilities for auto-
matic processing of recorded information. Advances in clinical language process-
ing have made it possible to automatically extract information from the narrative
health record text. This enables new types of tools for presenting and documenting
health record information. In addition, by aggregating extracted information from
a large database of health records, it is possible to use clinical language processing
for creating new medical knowledge (Meystre et al., 2008).

The medical status of the patient is typically documented in the health record
in form of clinical findings. This information entity is defined by the International
Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation, IHTSDO (2008b) as
observations made when examining patients (the category Finding) and as diag-
nostic assessments of patients (the category Disorder). Some of these clinical find-
ings are stored in a structured format in the health record, for example as diagnosis
codes. This structured data does, however, not cover the full medical status of the
patient (Petersson et al., 2001). Therefore, to make full use of the information on
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clinical findings contained in health records, automatic extraction of information
from free text is required (Friedman, 2005, p. 425).

Such an automatic extraction of clinical findings from health record text can
form the basis of a number of text mining systems, e.g. systems for syndromic
surveillance (Chapman et al., 2005), automatic detection of adverse drug reactions
(Melton and Hripcsak, 2005; Eriksson et al., 2013), comorbidity studies (Roque
et al., 2011) and studies of disorder-finding relations (Cao et al., 2005). Auto-
matically extracted clinical findings can also be used in tools for presenting health
record content. Examples of such tools are automatically generated text summari-
sations (Hallett et al., 2006; Aramaki et al., 2009; Kvist et al., 2011), problem
lists (Meystre and Haug, 2006), visualisations (Plaisant et al., 1998) and markups
of clinical findings (Shablinsky et al., 2000). An additional application is tools
for facilitating the documentation of patient information, e.g. automatically gener-
ated drafts for discharge summaries and problem lists, as well as tools that suggest
diagnosis codes (Henriksson and Hassel, 2011).

1.2 Problems and general aims

There are a number of studies in which established information extraction tech-
niques have been applied for extracting the more general entity category Clinical
Finding (Chapman and Dowling, 2006; Roberts et al., 2009; Wang, 2009; Uzuner
et al., 2011) or the more granular sub-category Disorder (Ogren et al., 2008) from
different types of English clinical corpora, often using the large resources of med-
ical vocabularies that are available for English.

There is research on the extraction of clinical findings, as well as on related top-
ics, using health record text written in languages other than English (Boytcheva
et al., 2005; Hiissa et al., 2007; Deléger and Grouin, 2012; Santiso et al., 2014;
Aramaki et al., 2014). For clinical text in most languages, however, it is not yet
explored to what extent information extraction techniques used for English health
record text can be successfully applied. The first aim of this thesis was, therefore,
to explore how the techniques that have been used for extracting clinical findings
from English text perform when applied to another, relatively closely related, lan-
guage.

Medical vocabulary resources are often less extensive for other languages than
for English, which might affect the performance of tools for extracting clinical
findings. The manual creation of vocabularies is, however, expensive and time-
consuming, which makes methods for facilitating this process valuable. Previous
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studies of medical vocabulary expansion have, however, mainly focused on the ex-
traction of medical terms and abbreviations using techniques that are not optimal
for clinical corpora (McCrae and Collier, 2008; Neelakantan and Collins, 2014;
Dannélls, 2006). The second aim was, therefore, to explore methods for facilitat-
ing the expansion and creation of vocabularies relevant for information extraction
from the clinical sublanguage, as well as to study the usefulness of a smaller vo-
cabulary resource for the task of extracting clinical findings.

Previous studies of the extraction of entities in clinical text have typically ex-
tracted a general category, equivalent to the more general category Clinical Find-
ing (Chapman and Dowling, 2006; Roberts et al., 2009; Wang, 2009; Uzuner et
al., 2011), or focused only on an entity category equivalent to the more granular
sub-category Disorder (Ogren et al., 2008). Although this might not be enough for
some text mining applications (Cao et al., 2005), there is not much work in which
the feasibility of a more granular categorisation is studied (Albright et al., 2013).
The third aim was therefore to study to what extent it is possible to extract the more
granular sub-categories Disorder and Finding from health record text (Figure 2.1).

The three aims are summarised in Table 1.1.

1) Apply techniques, previously used for extracting Clinical Findings from
English text, on a related language.
2) Study the usefulness of a smaller vocabulary resource when extracting
Clinical Findings, and explore methods for expansion and creation of
vocabularies relevant for clinical information extraction.
3) Study to what extent it is possible to divide the entity category
Clinical Finding into the more granular categories Disorder and Finding.

Table 1.1: A summary of the aims of the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Included studies, research
questions and study alignment

2.1 Included studies

The following studies are included in the thesis:

• Study I: Maria Skeppstedt, Maria Kvist, and Hercules Dalianis. 2012.
Rule-based entity recognition and coverage of SNOMED CT in Swedish
clinical text. In Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference on Lan-
guage Resources and Evaluation (LREC’12), pages 1250–1257, Istanbul,
Turkey, May 2012.

• Study II: Maria Skeppstedt, Magnus Ahltorp, and Aron Henriksson. 2013.
Vocabulary expansion by semantic extraction of medical terms. In Proceed-
ings of Languages in Biology and Medicine (LBM), Tokyo, Japan, December
2013.

• Study III: Aron Henriksson, Hans Moen, Maria Skeppstedt, Vidas Daudar-
avičius, and Martin Duneld. 2014. Synonym extraction and abbreviation
expansion with ensembles of semantic spaces. Journal of Biomedical Se-
mantics, 5(1):6.

• Study IV: Maria Skeppstedt, Maria Kvist, Gunnar H Nilsson, and Hercules
Dalianis. 2014. Automatic recognition of disorders, findings, pharmaceu-
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ticals and body structures from clinical text: An annotation and machine
learning study. Journal of Biomedical Informatics, 49:148–58.

• Study V: Maria Skeppstedt. 2011. Negation detection in Swedish clinical
text: An adaption of NegEx to Swedish. Journal of Biomedical Semantics,
2(Suppl 3):S3.

• Study VI: Sumithra Velupillai, Maria Skeppstedt, Maria Kvist, Danielle
Mowery, Brian E Chapman, Hercules Dalianis, and Wendy W Chapman.
2014. Cue-based assertion classification for Swedish clinical text – de-
veloping a lexicon for PyContextSwe. Artificial Intelligence in Medicine,
61(3):137–44.

The thesis describes and discusses the results that are relevant for the introduced
aims as well as the methods used for obtaining these results.

2.2 Study alignment

Clinical findings are sometimes mentioned in the health record text as something
that the patient might have or does not have, or as a something that is not observed
(Friedman, 2005, p. 426). This has the effect that the task of extracting clinical
findings needs to be divided into two sub-tasks: a) locating (or recognising) men-
tioned entities of the type Clinical Finding and b) determining if the recognised
entities are mentioned as affirmed, negated and/or with uncertainty.

The thesis is structured according to these two identified sub-tasks, and for each
of the two tasks, a number of research questions were posed (Table 1.1 and Figure
2.2):

a) Recognising mentioned clinical findings

The three aims were first studied in relation to the task of recognising mentioned
entities belonging to the category Clinical Finding. Corpora and medical vocab-
ularies in Swedish, which like English is a Germanic language, were used in all
studies. The following research questions were posed:

• Study I: With what precision and recall can Findings and Disorders, men-
tioned in Swedish health record text, be recognised by using hand-crafted
rules for mapping to existing Swedish vocabularies?
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• Study II: What is the recall, among a limited set of candidate terms, for re-
trieving known terms denoting Clinical Findings and Pharmaceutical Drugs
by using similarity to seed terms in a Random indexing space built on med-
ical text?

• Study III: What is the recall, among a limited set of candidate terms, for
retrieving known synonyms and abbreviations by using term similarity in a
Random indexing space built on medical text?

• Study IV: With what precision and recall can Findings and Disorders, men-
tioned in Swedish health record text, be recognised by using conditional
random fields trained on a limited-sized corpus of manually annotated clin-
ical text?

How is the performance affected when the machine learning methods that
have been successful for English Clinical Findings recognition are applied
to the task of recognising Clinical Findings in Swedish health record text?

To what extent is it possible to separate the more general entity category
Clinical Finding into the two more granular entity categories Disorder and
Finding?

The main aim, i.e. applying techniques previously used for English clinical find-
ings extraction to a related language, was addressed in Studies I and IV. The sec-
ondary aim, i.e. studying the usefulness and expansion of a smaller medical vocab-
ulary resource, was addressed in Studies I, II and III. The final third aim, separating
Clinical Findings into Disorders and Findings, was addressed in Studies I and IV.

b) Negation and uncertainty detection

Two of the aims were studied in relation to the task of automatically determining
which of the recognised clinical findings are negated or expressed with uncertainty.
Also here, Swedish was the language used for the studies. The following research
questions were asked:

• Study V: With what precision and recall can an English hand-crafted rule-
based system detect negation when adapted to Swedish clinical text?

What is the coverage of a Swedish vocabulary of cue terms for negation
obtained from translating English negation cues?
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• Study VI: With what precision and recall can an English hand-crafted rule-
based system detect negation and uncertainty when adapted to Swedish clin-
ical text?

What is the coverage of a Swedish vocabulary of cue terms for uncertainty
obtained from translating English uncertainty cues?

In both study V and study VI, how English techniques for clinical findings ex-
traction perform when applied to a related language was explored, as well as how
vocabularies relevant for clinical information extraction can be created.
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Disorders:

1) Necessarily abnormal.  
2) Temporal persistence, with 
the (at least theoretical) 
possibility of their 
manifestations being treated, in 
remission, or quiescent.  
3) Have an underlying 
pathological process.

Findings:

1) May be normal (but not 
necessarily); no disorders may. 
2) May exist only at a single 
point in time (e.g. a serum 
sodium level); no disorders may. 
3) Cannot be temporally 
separate from the observing of 
them (you can’t observe them 
and say they are absent, nor can 
you have the finding present 
when it is not capable of being 
observed). 
4) Cannot be defined in terms of 
an underlying pathological 
process that is present even 
when the observation itself is 
not present.

Clinical Findings

Figure 2.1: The most important semantic categories of this the-
sis. Based on the definition by International Health Terminology
Standards Development Organisation, IHTSDO (2008b).
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Sub-task A: Recognising Clinical Findings.
I:  
With what precision and recall can Findings and 
Disorders, mentioned in Swedish health record text, 
be recognised by using hand-crafted rules for 
mapping to existing Swedish vocabularies?  
(Aim 2, 3)
Expand vocabularies Train a  

machine learning model for 
recognition

II:  
What is the recall, 
among a limited set 
of candidate terms, 
for retrieving known 
terms denoting 
Clinical Findings and 
Pharmaceutical 
Drugs by using 
similarity to seed 
terms in a Random 
indexing space built 
on medical text? 
(Aim 2)

IV:  
With what precision and 
recall can Findings and 
Disorders, mentioned in 
Swedish health record text, 
be recognised by using 
conditional random fields 
trained on a limited-sized 
corpus of manually annotated 
clinical text? (Aim 1, 2)

How is the performance 
affected when the machine 
learning methods that have 
been successful for English 
Clinical Findings recognition 
are applied on the task of 
recognising Clinical Findings 
in Swedish health record 
text? (Aim 1)

To what extent is it possible 
to separate the more general 
entity category Clinical 
Finding into the two more 
granular entity categories 
Disorder and Finding?   
(Aim 3)

III:  
What is the recall, 
among a limited set 
of candidate terms, 
for retrieving known 
synonyms and 
abbreviations by 
using term similarity 
in a Random 
indexing space built 
on medical text?  
(Aim 2)

Sub-task B: Classifying 
recognised Clinical 
Findings as affirmed, 
negated and/or uncertain.
V: 
With what precision and 
recall can an English 
hand-crafted rule-based 
system detect negation 
when adapted to Swedish 
clinical text? (Aim 1)

What is the coverage of a 
Swedish vocabulary of 
cue terms for negation 
obtained from translating 
English negation cues? 
(Aim 2)
Add detection of 
uncertainty

VI: 
With what precision and 
recall can an English 
hand-crafted rule-based 
system detect negation 
and uncertainty when 
adapted to Swedish 
clinical text? (Aim 1)

What is the coverage of a 
Swedish vocabulary of 
cue terms for uncertainty 
obtained from translating 
English uncertainty cues? 
(Aim 2)

Overall task: Information extraction of Clinical Findings.

Figure 2.2: Research questions. Addressed aims are shown in
parenthesis.



Chapter 3

Background

This chapter gives an overview of previous research related to the thesis as well as
the theoretical background of the methods used.

3.1 Research area

The research area for this thesis is the sub-domain of natural language process-
ing (NLP) that is known as information extraction, more specifically information
extraction from Swedish health record texts. Information extraction is the task of
automatically extracting specific, predefined types of information from unstruc-
tured data, such as free text. (Meystre et al., 2008).

The focus of this thesis lies in the extraction of the clinical findings that are
related to a patient. Detecting mentioned occurrences of findings, disorders and
other medical entities from free text is a kind of named entity recognition (NER)
(Meystre et al., 2008), which is an important task within information extraction.
This task consists of automatically detecting spans of text referring to entities
of certain semantic categories (Jurafsky and Martin, 2008, pp. 759–768). Deter-
mining if a recognised entity is expressed with uncertainty or as a negated entity
(Friedman, 2005, p. 426) is another task within information extraction that is very
important for extracting clinical findings related to a patient. This negation and
uncertainty detection task is also explored in the thesis.
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3.2 Machine learning versus hand-crafted rule-based
methods

Methods for constructing information extraction and other NLP systems can be
divided into hand-crafted rule-based methods and machine learning (or statistical
learning) methods. For a rule-based system, rules are manually constructed to
perform a required task (Alpaydin, 2010, p. 1) while a machine learning system
uses observed examples to automatically learn to perform a task (Alpaydin, 2010,
pp. 2–14). When the precise method for performing a certain task is very complex
or not known, machine learning is typically preferred (Alpaydin, 2010, p. 1) while
rule-based methods are preferred when labelled data is difficult or expensive to
obtain. Labelled examples within NLP are often obtained by manual annotation of
corpora, i.e. of collections of naturally occurring language data, such as texts. The
manual annotation typically consists of manual classification of text structure or
content, for instance by labelling a token according to its part of speech or semantic
category (Ogren, 2006).

In this thesis, rule-based methods were used for performing vocabulary match-
ing to recognise clinical findings as well as for performing vocabulary-based un-
certainty and negation detection. For the task of recognising clinical findings, ma-
chine learning methods (in the form of Conditional random fields) were, however,
also used.

When feeding textual data into machine learning methods, the data can, for in-
stance, be represented as sequential data, where each word in a text is one observa-
tion in a sequence of data (Bishop, 2006, p. 605). More high-level representations
of words can also be created, for instance by deriving an approximate represen-
tation of their meaning based on the idea that words occurring in similar textual
contexts are likely to also have a similar meaning (Landauer, 2007, p. X). Here,
random indexing was used as a method to create such high-level representations
(Kanerva et al., 2000).

3.3 Recognising entities in clinical corpora

Common methods for named entity recognition are matching to vocabulary lists,
machine learning approaches as well as combinations of the two (Mikheev et al.,
1999). Corpora annotated for named entities are used to train machine learning
models and to evaluate the performance of named entity recognition systems. An-
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notation of text, therefore, often forms a component in the process of constructing
a named entity recognition system.

3.3.1 Annotation

In the clinical domain, as well as in many other specialised domains, domain ex-
perts are typically required for semantic annotation tasks. This is often the case
for the task of annotating clinical named entities, i.e. to manually label a clini-
cal text span according to its semantic category. These expert annotators can be
more expensive than annotators without the required specialised knowledge. It is
also difficult to use crowdsourcing approaches, e.g. to hire online annotators with
the required knowledge (Xia and Yetisgen-Yildiz, 2012). A further challenge is
posed by the content of the clinical data, which is often sensitive and should only
be accessed by a limited number of people. Research community annotation is,
consequently, another option that is not always open to annotation projects in the
clinical domain, even if there exist examples of such community annotations for
clinical texts (Uzuner et al., 2010b).

Despite the difficulties of annotating clinical texts, a number of smaller and
larger projects including annotation of clinical entities have been carried out, many
of them on English text, e.g. by Chapman et al. (2008), Roberts et al. (2009),
Wang (2009), Ogren et al. (2008) and Uzuner et al. (2010b). In some clinical
annotation studies, pre-annotation was applied to facilitate the manual annotation
work (Uzuner et al., 2010a,b; Albright et al., 2013). Pre-annotation consists of
automatically annotating a text by an existing system, and the annotator either
corrects the mistakes made by this existing system (Chou et al., 2006) or chooses
between different annotations provided by the system (Brants and Plaehn, 2000).

In most of these clinical annotation studies, the quality of the annotations was
measured by calculating inter-annotator agreement between different annotators,
among which one or several had a medical education. The inter-annotator agree-
ment for the most successful annotations was typically an F-score between 0.70
and 0.90, depending on annotation class and study.

3.3.2 Named entity recognition

Many of the above mentioned annotated corpora have been used as training and
evaluation data for machine learning-based NER systems. The most frequently
used machine learning algorithms are SVM (support vector machine) and CRFs
(Conditional random fields). An SVM was trained on a subset of the above de-
scribed corpus by Roberts et al. (2008). On the corpus created by Wang, two
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studies have been performed: one using CRFs (Wang, 2009) and one combining
output from a CRFs model with an SVM model and an ME (maximum entropy)
classifier (Wang and Patrick, 2009). In the i2b2/VA challenge on concepts, asser-
tions, and relations (Uzuner et al., 2011; i2b2/VA, 2010), all but one of the best
performing systems used CRFs for concept recognition. The best performing sys-
tem (de Bruijn et al., 2011) used semi-Markov HMM instead. The participants
with second best system (Jiang et al., 2011) found that CRFs outperformed SVM
and that results could be improved with a rule-based post-processing module.

In the i2b2 medication challenge, on the other hand, which included the identi-
fication of medication names, a majority of the ten top-ranked systems were rule-
based (Uzuner et al., 2010a). The best performing system (Patrick and Li, 2010)
did, however, use CRFs while the second best (Doan et al., 2010) was built on
vocabulary matching and a spell checker developed for drug names. This rule-
based system was later employed by Doan et al. (2012) in an ensemble classifier
together with an SVM and a CRFs system. On the corpus by Ogren et al. (2008),
a rule-based vocabulary matching method that recognises disorders was evaluated
(Kipper-Schuler et al., 2008; Savova et al., 2010). There is also a previous study on
a vocabulary-based system that uses the MeSH vocabulary to recognise diseases
and drugs in Swedish discharge summaries (Kokkinakis and Thurin, 2007).

Vocabulary-based named entity recognition matches words that occur in the
text to words in available medical vocabulary resources, often by using some type
of pre-processing, for instance grammatical normalisation such as lemmatisation
(Uzuner et al., 2010a), permutations of words (Kipper-Schuler et al., 2008), sub-
string matching (Patrick et al., 2007) or manipulation of characters by, for in-
stance, applying Levenshtein distance (ul Muntaha et al., 2012) or spelling correc-
tion (Doan et al., 2010).

For machine learning models, it must be decided which features are important
for the intended classification task. Typical features used for training the models
described above were the tokens (sometimes in a stemmed form); orthographics
(e.g. number, word, capitalisation); prefixes and suffixes; part-of-speech informa-
tion as well as output from vocabulary matching, which had a large positive effect
in many studies (Wang, 2009; Wang and Patrick, 2009). Most studies used features
extracted from the current and the two preceding and two following tokens while
Roberts et al. (2008) used a window size of +/-1. The best performing system in
the i2b2/VA concepts challenge used a very large feature set with a window size of
+/-4, also including character n-grams, word bi/tri/quad-grams and skip-n-grams
as well as sentence, subsection and document features (e.g. sentence and document
length and section headings). In addition, features from semi-supervised learning
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Table 3.1: NER results for previous studies. n is the number of
training instances.

Corpus Entity category n Precision Recall
Clinical E- Roberts et al. (2008); SVM (10-fold cross-validation)
Science Condition 739 0.82 0.65
Framework Drug or Device 272 0.83 0.59

Locus 490 0.80 0.62
Wang Wang (2009); CRFs (10-fold cross-validation)

Finding 4,741 0.83 0.79
Substance 2,249 0.92 0.89
Body 735 0.72 0.64

Wang and Patrick (2009);
Combining CRFs, SVM and ME (10-fold cross-validation)

Finding 4,741 0.84 0.82
Substance 2,249 0.92 0.88
Body 735 0.76 0.66

i2b2/VA Jiang et al. (2011); Combining 4 CRFs models
challenge (Separate evaluation set)
on concepts... Medical Problem 11,968 0.87 0.84

de Bruijn et al. (2011); Semi-Markov HMM
(Separate evaluation set)

Medical concepts (including Problem) 27,837 0.87 0.84
i2b2 Patrick and Li (2010); CRFs
medication Medication Names - 0.91 0.86
challenge Doan et al. (2012); vocabulary matching

Medication Names - 0.85 0.87
Doan et al. (2010); CRFs, SVM, vocabulary

Medication Names - 0.94 0.90
Previous Kokkinakis and Thurin (2007); vocabulary matching
Swedish study Disease - 0.98 0.87

Drug - 0.95 0.93
Ogren et al. Savova et al. (2010); vocabulary matching

Disorder - 0.80 0.65

methods were incorporated in the form of hierarchical word clusters constructed
on unlabelled data (de Bruijn et al., 2011).

3.3.3 Conditional random fields

Similar to many of the described related studies, Conditional random fields were
used as the machine learning method for named entity recognition in this thesis.
Conditional random fields (CRF or CRFs), introduced by Lafferty et al. (2001), is
a machine learning method suitable for segmenting and labelling sequential data.
In contrast to many other types of data, observed data points for sequential data,
such as text, are dependent on other observed data points. Constructing models for
which there is a dependence between all observed data points would, however, be
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intractable. Therefore, given a certain data point, models of sequential data typ-
ically assume independence of most other data points, except for a small subset
of the points in the data set (Bishop, 2006, pp. 606–607). These dependences and
independences between data points are practical to describe within the framework
of graphical models (Bishop, 2006, p. 359) to which CRFs belong (Sutton and Mc-
Callum, 2006, p. 1). Graphical models are represented by nodes, which represent
random variables or groups of random variables, and links between nodes, which
represent relations between variables. CRFs are described by undirected graphical
models, in which the links have the following meaning. If there is no path between
the nodes A and B that does not pass through C, then A and B are conditionally
independent, given C (Marsland, 2009, p. 345).

CRFs are closely related to Hidden Markov Models, which are also typically
described as graphical models (see Table 3.2). A difference, however, is that Hid-
den Markov Models belong to the class of generative models, whereas CRFs are
conditional (or discriminative) models (Sutton and McCallum, 2006, p. 1). In gen-
erative models, the joint distribution between input variables and the variables that
are to be predicted is modelled (Bishop, 2006, p. 43). Modelling the input vari-
ables might, however, make it impossible to use a large number of features for the
input variables since there are often dependencies between the different features.
Including these dependences in the model can lead to intractable models, whereas
not modelling them (as for Naive Bayes) might lead to a lower performance of
the classifier. CRFs and other conditional models directly model the conditional
distribution instead (Sutton and McCallum, 2006, p. 1), i.e. the probability of the
classes that are to be predicted, given the observed input variables. Thereby, de-
pendencies between input variables do not need to be explicitly modelled. If y
denotes the output variables (i.e. the NER classes that are to be predicted) and x
denotes the observed input variables (i.e. the features of the text such as the tokens
or their part-of-speech), then p(y|x) is modelled when training CRFs.

Independent data Sequential data General graphs
Generative Naive Bayes HMM Generative directed models
Conditional Logistic regression Linear-chain CRFs General CRFs

Table 3.2: CRFs compared to other ML approaches. From Sutton
and McCallum (2006).

In the most basic case of CRFs, linear chain CRFs (Table 3.2 and Figure 3.1),
which is often used for named entity recognition, output variables are linked in a
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y (output)

x (input)

Figure 3.1: Dependencies. Inspired from Sutton and McCallum
(2006).

chain. Apart from being dependent on the input variables, each output variable is
then conditionally independent on all other output variables, except on the previous
and following output variable, given these two neighbouring output variables.

For named entity recognition, IOB-encoding is typically used for encoding the
output variables (y). Tokens not annotated as an entity are then encoded with
the label O, whereas labels for annotated tokens are prefixed either with a B, if
it is the first token in the annotated chunk, or otherwise with an I (Jurafsky and
Martin, 2008, pp. 763–764). This is exemplified in Figure 3.2, for the two entity
classes Disorder and Finding. In this case, the model thus learns to classify in 4+1
different classes: B-Disorder, I-Disorder, B-Finding, I-Finding and O.

The dependencies are defined by a number of K (typically) binary feature func-
tions of input and output variables (x denotes input variables while yt denotes the
output variable in the current position in the sequence and yt−1 denotes the output
variable in the previous position):

fk(t,yt−1,yt ,x)

E.g. are all of the following true?

• Output: The output at position t is I-Disorder
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Token   Category  

DVT   B-Disorder

patient   O

with   O

problems  B-Finding

to    I-Finding

breathe  I-Finding

Figure 3.2: IOB-encoding for Disorder and Finding.

• Output: The output at position position t−1 is B-Disorder

• Input: The token at position t−1 is experiences

• Input: The token at position t−2 is patient

The formula for the conditional distribution p(y|x) can be written as a log linear
model as follows using the feature functions (Tsuruoka et al., 2009):

p(y|x) = 1
Z(x)

exp
T

∑
t=1

K

∑
k=1

λk fk(t,yt−1,yt ,x)

Where Z(x) is a normalisation function:

Z(x) = ∑
y

exp
T

∑
t=1

K

∑
k=1

λk fk(t,yt−1,yt ,x)

A linear combination can be both positive and negative, but using the exponen-
tial ensures that the expression is always positive. The Z(x) further ensures that
the result is between 0 and 1 and, thereby, a valid probability (Elkan, 2008, p. 10).

The model is trained through setting the weights, i.e. estimating the parameters
(θ = {λk}) for the feature functions. This is done by a penalised maximum like-
lihood estimation. The following is the formula for the conditional log-likelihood
for which θ are found so that the function is maximised for the observed output
labels given the corresponding inputs in the training data. If there are N sequences
(for the NER task, typically sentences) in the training data, then the following is
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the training data: {x(i),y(i)}N
i=1, for which {x(i)1 ,x(i)2 , ...x(i)T } is the input sequence

and {y(i)1 ,y(i)2 , ...y(i)T } is the observed output sequence. Then, this maximization can
be written as follows (Sutton and McCallum, 2006, p. 11):

θ
∗ = argmax

θ

N

∑
i=1

log p(y(i)|x(i))−R(θ)

Penalised means that regularisation is used, and regularisation is performed by
adding the penalty term R, which prevents the weights from reaching values that
are too large and, thereby, prevents over-fitting (Bishop, 2006, p. 10). The L1-
norm (Bishop, 2006, p. 146) and L2-norm (Bishop, 2006, p. 10) are often used for
regularisation (Tsuruoka et al., 2009), and a variable C governs the strength of the
regularisation. Using the L1-norm also results in that if C is large enough, some of
the weights will be driven to zero, resulting in a sparse model and, thereby, the fea-
ture functions that those weights control will not play any role in the model. This
means that, when using regularisation, initially complex models can be trained on
data sets with a limited size, without being severely over-fitted, since the complex-
ity of the actual model is automatically reduced. However, a suitable value of C
must still be determined (Bishop, 2006, p. 145).

The L1-norm (Lasso): R(λ ) =
C
2

K

∑
k=1
|λk|

The L2-norm (Ridge regression): R(λ ) =
C
2

K

∑
k=1

λ
2
k

The CRFs implementation used in this thesis was the CRF++ package (Kudo,
2012), which automatically generates feature functions from user-defined tem-
plates, specifying what features are of interest to include in the feature functions.
When using CRF++ as linear chain CRFs, the CRF++ system generates one bi-
nary feature function for each combination of output class, previous output class
and unique string in the training data that is expanded by a template. This means
that L ∗ L ∗M feature functions are generated for each template, where L is the
number of output classes and M is the number of unique expanded strings. This
means that if only the current token were to be used as a feature for detecting
the two entities in the previous example, the number of feature functions would
be 5 ∗ 5 ∗ |the number of unique tokens in the corpus|. In practice, a lot of other
features are also used and, thereby, many more feature functions are generated.
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The maximisation of the regularised function cannot normally be solved ana-
lytically, so numerical methods must be applied. However, since the regularised
function is strictly concave, it has exactly one global optimum, which is guaran-
teed to be found (Sutton and McCallum, 2006, p. 12). A class of methods called
quasi-Newton methods are typically used.

The most probable classification sequence for a sequence of unseen data is then:

y∗ = argmax
y

p(y|x)

This can be calculated using dynamic-programming algorithms, which are also
used for, e.g. Hidden Markov Models (Sutton and McCallum, 2006, p. 13). CRF++
uses a combination of forward Viterbi and backward A* search for finding the most
probable classification (Kudo, 2012).

3.3.4 Mapping named entities to specific vocabulary concepts

In some vocabularies, each entry is associated with a unique concept identifier,
which represents its meaning and which makes it possible to map words or text
segments to a specific concept (Savova et al., 2010) rather than to a semantic cate-
gory, which is the case for named entity recognition. Each concept can have several
lexical instantiations (e.g. synonyms), which enable a mapping from the clinical
text to the concept, regardless of which of the included lexical instantiation that
is used. There are a number of such studies, in which clinical text segments are
mapped to specific vocabulary concepts.

Aronson (2001) parses text with a shallow parser to filter out noun phrases for
which inflections and spelling variants are generated and mapped to the Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS) metathesaurus as well as to a synonym and
abbreviation lexicon. Instead of parsing the text, Zou et al. (2003) generate all
possible permutations of short text chunks and map these to UMLS. A UMLS
mapping system by Friedman et al. (2004) also performs normalising of extracted
text segments to determine that, e.g. enlarged spleen and spleen was enlarged refer
to the same concept.

The precision of vocabulary mapping has been shown to improve when auto-
matically restricting the used vocabulary to combinations of subsets of UMLS
(Huang et al., 2003). There are e.g. mapping studies restricted to using the
SNOMED CT vocabulary that also apply different techniques for capturing abbre-
viations, misspellings, inflections and word order differences (Long, 2005; Patrick
et al., 2007).
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In addition, there are shared tasks for extracting disorders from clinical corpora,
which have not been limited to named entity recognition of mentioned disorders
but which have also included the mapping of extracted disorders to vocabulary
concepts. Examples are the CLEF eHealth shared task (Suominen et al., 2013),
in which disorders were mapped to an UMLS CUI (Concept Unique Identifier)
as well as the NTCIR MedNLP shared task, in which disorders were mapped to
ICD-10 codes (Aramaki et al., 2014).

3.4 Expanding vocabulary and abbreviations lists

To enable medical vocabulary concept mapping and to use vocabularies for medi-
cal named entity recognition, extensive vocabularies are required, covering a large
number of concepts and including synonyms for each concept, e.g. the UMLS
resource referred to in the previous section. Medical resources are, however, gen-
erally less extensive for languages other than English, and methods to facilitate
the expansion of such resources are therefore valuable. For such an expansion
of vocabularies and abbreviations lists, there are a number of previously explored
semi-automatic approaches.

3.4.1 Expanding vocabularies with new terms

The aim of methods for facilitating the creation or expansion of vocabularies is typ-
ically to find hyponyms to selected terms (Hearst, 1992), i.e. categorising words
into semantic categories (Thelen and Riloff, 2002), or to find synonyms (Blondel
et al., 2004; Henriksson et al., 2013a). Materials used could be existing vocabular-
ies, e.g. when finding synonym candidates by comparing term descriptions (Blon-
del et al., 2004) or when translating a vocabulary resource from a foreign language
(Perez-de Viñaspre and Oronoz, 2014). An alternative is to extract new vocabu-
lary terms from text corpora. This can, for instance, be accomplished by finding
text patterns which explicitly state that two words are synonyms, e.g. “term1 also
known as term2” (Yu and Agichtein, 2003), or that a word belongs to a certain se-
mantic category, e.g. “term1 such as term2” (Hearst, 1992). These patterns can be
manually crafted or found by automatic methods. For instance, Yu and Agichtein
(2003) and Cohen et al. (2005) have applied these methods to extract synonyms to
gene and protein names. Another example of synonym extraction in the biomedi-
cal domain is provided by McCrae and Collier (2008). They extracted synonyms
to terms belonging to medically relevant semantic categories including diseases
and symptoms. Patterns for expressions of synonymy were automatically gener-
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ated from a biomedical corpus using seed synonym pairs, and, thereafter, occur-
rences of term pairs in these patterns were used as features for training a classifier
to determine whether a term pair was a synonym pair or not. The approach was
evaluated on synonym pairs that had been manually extracted from the biomedical
corpus, and the best classifier achieved a precision of 0.73 and a recall of 0.30
when automatically classifying the term pairs. Neelakantan and Collins (2014)
did not target synonyms, but aimed instead at expanding medical vocabularies
with terms of certain semantic categories, including the category Disease. All sen-
tences containing the word disease were extracted from a large biomedical corpus
and a classifier was thereafter trained to extract terms belonging to this semantic
category using a set of known disease terms to train the SVM classifier. When ap-
plying the obtained disease list for vocabulary-based NER, annotated entities were
recognised with a precision of 0.38 and a recall of 0.45. The approach of searching
for language patterns expressing synonymous relations between terms is, however,
not suitable for clinical corpora, as used terms are rarely defined or explained in
this sub-language. The extraction of terms of a certain semantic category with
text pattern-based approaches similar to the one used by Neelakantan and Collins
(2014) is also not optimal for the clinical text genre. This method requires that
terms occur in conjunction with the name of the semantic category, which is likely
to occur less frequently in clinical texts than in biomedical texts in general.

A different approach for extracting terms, which is more suitable for clini-
cal corpora, is to find contexts in which words typically occur (Biemann, 2005).
This approach is not dependent on synonymy or hyper/hyponymy being explicitly
stated in the text, but is based on the distributional hypothesis, which states that
words which often occur in similar contexts also are likely to have a similar mean-
ing (Sahlgren, 2008). If dermatitis and eczema often occur in similar contexts,
e.g. “Patient complains of itching dermatitis” and “Patient complains of itching
eczema”, it is likely that dermatitis and eczema have a similar meaning. Models
for representing this idea are typically divided into probabilistic and spatial models
(Cohen and Widdows, 2009). Brown clustering (Brown et al., 1992) is an example
of a probabilistic method in which agglomerative hierarchical clusters are created
for each term in a corpus based on the statistical similarity of their immediate
neighbours. For the spatial models on the other hand, word co-occurrence infor-
mation is given a geometric representation in the form of a semantic (word) space,
in which semantic similarity is represented by geometrical proximity. This rep-
resentation has been used both for creating clusters of semantically related words
(Song et al., 2007) and for determining whether unknown words belong to pre-
defined semantic categories (Widdows, 2003; Curran, 2005). These methods have
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also been applied in the biomedical domain for literature-based knowledge discov-
ery and information retrieval (Cohen and Widdows, 2009).

3.4.2 Expanding vocabularies with abbreviations

There are a number of techniques for abbreviation dictionary construction that
automatically extract abbreviations and their corresponding expansions, through
locating text segments in corpora in which abbreviations are explicitly defined.
Candidates for abbreviation-expansion pairs can, for example, be extracted by
assuming that either the long form or the abbreviation is written in parentheses
(Schwartz and Hearst, 2003) or by the use of other rule-based pattern matching
techniques (Ao and Takagi, 2005). Extracted abbreviation-expansion pairs can be
further filtered by either rule-based (Ao and Takagi, 2005) or machine learning
(Chang et al., 2002; Movshovitz-Attias and Cohen, 2012) methods. Most medical
abbreviation extraction studies have been conducted for English, but there are also
studies in other language, e.g. Swedish (Dannélls, 2006; Isenius et al., 2012; Kvist
and Velupillai, 2014). With these methods, it is possible to automatically construct
dictionaries of high quality. A dictionary constructed using Swedish biomedical
corpora achieved, for instance, a precision of 0.95 and a recall of 0.97 when eval-
uated against manually annotated abbreviations and expansions (Dannélls, 2006).
Yu et al. (2002) have, however, found that around 75% of all abbreviations present
in biomedical articles are never defined. Also, similar to text pattern-based ap-
proaches for finding synonyms, these pattern matching methods are unsuitable for
clinical texts, since used abbreviations are not defined (Broumana and Edvinsson,
2014).

Automatic extraction of medical abbreviations that are explicitly defined in a
text is, thus, well studied, but there are fewer studies on how to find abbreviation-
expansion pairs that are not defined.

3.4.3 Random indexing

All methods used in this thesis for vocabulary expansion were based on extract-
ing distributionally similar words from word space models built using Random
indexing. Random indexing is one version of the word space model, and, as is
the case for all word space models, it is a method for representing distributional
semantics. The random indexing method was originally devised by Kanerva et al.
(2000) to deal with performance problems (in terms of memory and computation
time) that were associated with LSA/LSI implementations at that time. Due to its
computational efficiency, random indexing remains popular for building distribu-
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tional semantics models on very large corpora, e.g. large web corpora (Sahlgren
and Karlgren, 2009) or Medline abstracts (Jonnalagadda et al., 2012).

A simple way of representing word co-occurrence information is to construct a
term-by-term co-occurrence matrix, i.e. a matrix of dimensionality w×w in which
w is the number of terms (unique semantic units, e.g. words) in the corpus. Each
term is assigned a vector of dimensionality w, and each position in this vector (the
context vector) represents a term in the corpus, containing the number of times this
term occurs in the context of the term to which the context vector is assigned. The
context of a term is defined as n preceding and m following words in the corpus,
denoted as a context window of (n+m) in this thesis. In the example “Patient
complains of itching dermatitis”, using a context window of (1+ 1) would mean
that the words Patient and of are positioned in the context window of complains.

The context vectors of two terms can be compared as a measure of semantic
similarity between them. A frequently used measure for this similarity is the cosine
of the angle between the two vectors, the cosine similarity. This is computed as
follows (Anton and Rorres, 1994, pp. 127–134):

cos(θ) =
u ·v
‖u‖‖v‖

=

n
∑

i=1
ui · vi√

n
∑

i=1
(ui)2 ·

√
n
∑

i=1
(vi)2

The large dimension of a term-by-term matrix can, however, lead to scalabil-
ity problems for very large corpora, and the typical solution to this is to apply
dimensionality reduction on the matrix. In a semantic space created by latent se-
mantic analysis, for instance, dimensionality reduction is performed by applying
Singular value decomposition (Landauer and Dutnais, 1997). Random indexing is
another solution, in which a matrix with a smaller dimension is created from the
start, using the following method, which was originally suggested by Kanerva et
al. (2000) and which has been evaluated and further developed by, e.g. Sahlgren
et al. (2008). Each term in the corpus is assigned a unique representation, called
an index vector, with the dimensionality d (where d� w). Most of the elements
of the index vectors are set to 0, but a few randomly selected elements are set to
either +1 or -1 (Figure 3.3), often around 1–2% of the elements.

Each term in the data is also assigned a context vector, also of dimensionality
d. Initially, all elements in the context vectors are set to 0 (Figure 3.4). The
context vector of each term is then updated by, for every occurrence of the term in
the corpus, adding the index vectors of the neighbouring terms within the context
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1 2 3 ... d

    ... [0 0 1 ... 0]

 

complain: [0 0 0 ... 1]

itch: [0 1 1 ... 0]

patient: [-1 0 0 ... 0]

... [... ... ... ... ..]

     word w [0 0 -1 ... 0]

Figure 3.3: Index vectors.

Context vectors at start (All zero)

1 2 3 ... d
.... [0 0 0 ... 0]

complain: [0 0 0 ... 0]

itching: [0 0 0 ... 0]

patient: [0 0 0 ... 0]

... [0 0 0 ... 0]

Figure 3.4: The initial context vectors.

window (Figure 3.5). The size of the context window can have a large impact
on the results (Sahlgren et al., 2008), and, for detecting paradigmatic relations (i.e.
terms that occur in similar contexts rather than terms that occur together), a narrow
context window (around 2+2) has been shown to be most effective.

The resulting context vectors of the random indexing space form a matrix of
dimension w× d. A term-by-term matrix can be seen as a matrix consisting of
context vectors, which have been accumulated through adding w-dimensional in-
dex vectors, which have a single 1 in a different position for each term to which
the index vector belongs. These index vectors of the term-by-term matrix are,
therefore, orthogonal to each other, while the index vectors in the random index-
ing space are nearly orthogonal. The resulting random indexing space is, thereby,
an approximation of the term-by-term matrix, and the same similarity measures
between the context vectors can be applied (Figure 3.6).
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Index vectors (never change)
1 2 3 ... d 

...

itching: [0 1 1 ... 0]

patient: [-1 0 0 ... 0]

...

___________________________________________________________

Context vectors 
1 2 3 ... d

...
complain: [-1 1 1 ... 0]

...

Figure 3.5: The updated context vectors.

There is also a version of Random indexing, called Random permutation, in
which the position in the context window of a context term is also taken into ac-
count. When adding an index vector to the context vector, the index vector is
either used as-is or rotated one step before it is added, depending on if the context
term appears to the right or to the left of the target term. These vectors are called
Direction vectors. Alternatively, the index vectors of the surrounding terms can
be rotated additional steps, based on how far from the target term the surrounding
term is positioned. These vectors are called Order vectors, and vectors both to the
right and to the left of the target term are rotated, but they are rotated in opposite
directions.

Both with and without Random permutation, the distance to the target term can
be modelled by giving the index vectors close to the target term a higher weight
than the more distant terms, before adding them to the context vector of the tar-
get term. Apart from determining the weighting scheme and window size, the
dimension of the vector space, as well as the number of non-zero elements, must
be determined. In addition, it needs to be decided what pre-processing to apply
to the text, e.g. whether the corpus is to be lemmatised and whether stop words
are to be removed. To obtain semantic units, e.g. terms, on which to build the
word space model, the text is typically tokenised, often by white space tokenisa-
tion when it is possible (Ahltorp et al., 2014a). Semantic spaces can, however,
also be constructed with, e.g. multiword terms as a semantic unit (Henriksson et
al., 2013b).

One possible usage of a word space is to query the word space for a specific
term, with the aim of retrieving other terms that are close in the semantic space
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0
0

θ

Figure 3.6: Context vectors for terms in a hypothetical two-
dimensional word space. The distance between to terms can for
instance be measured by cosine(θ).

(Henriksson et al., 2013a). Another possibility is to do additional processing of the
vectors of the semantic space (Evangelopoulos et al., 2012), such as categorization
or clustering. The clusters can, for instance, be used for evaluating the quality of
the word space model (Rosell et al., 2009) as well as for features for training, e.g.
named entity recognition models (Pyysalo et al., 2013).

3.5 Clinical negation and uncertainty detection

Negations, as well as other types of factuality modifiers such as expressions of un-
certainty, are frequent in the clinical text genre (Skeppstedt et al., 2011; Velupillai
et al., 2011), which makes negation and uncertainty detection an important com-
ponent in clinical information extraction.
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3.5.1 Negation and scope detection

The NegEx system (Chapman et al., 2001), which has been used in a number of
clinical information extraction studies, is a rule-based system that detects whether
a mentioned clinical finding is negated. The system is built on lists of pre- and post-
negation cues, and a clinical finding that follows or precedes a cue is classified
as negated. The first version of NegEx classifies a clinical finding as negated
if it is positioned in the range of one to six tokens from a post- or pre-negation
cue. This version achieved a recall of 0.824 and a precision of 0.845 on the task
of detecting negations in sentences containing a negation cue. Later versions of
NegEx, as well as some other negation detection systems (Elkin et al., 2005),
use a list of termination terms instead, e.g. conjunctions, to limit the scope of a
cue. The NegFinder system is also built on negation cues and termination terms,
which are classified into different groups and used as building blocks in a manually
constructed negation detection grammar (Mutalik et al., 2001).

Syntactic parsers have also been used for scope detection, many for detection
of scope in the BioScope corpus (Vincze et al., 2008), which is annotated for cues
and the scope of text that the cues affect. Huang and Lowe (2007) used the output
from a phrase structure parser, and Ballesteros et al. (2012) used the output from a
dependency parser for constructing grammars defining negation scope, while Zhu
et al. (2010) and Velldal et al. (2012) trained machine learning models to detect
scope given the parser output. For scientific texts in the BioScope corpus, Velldal
et al. (2012) achieved a substantial improvement over the baseline, which used the
entire sentence as the scope. For clinical texts in the BioScope corpus, however,
the baseline method was slightly better, partly owing to parser errors in the clinical
domain.

In addition to these parser-based machine learning models, there are a number
of other negation detection systems that use machine learning. Using the BioScope
corpus, Morante and Daelemans (2009) trained an IGTree model to detect negation
cues and an ensemble classifier consisting of k-nearest neighbour, SVM and CRFs
to detect their scope. Rokach et al. (2008) used an annotated clinical corpus for
deriving text patterns that consisted of negation cues and the number of allowed
words between these cues and a diagnosis, as well as for deriving patterns of ex-
pressions for diagnoses occurring in an affirmed context. These patterns were then
used as features for a cascade of decision trees. There is also a machine learning-
based extension of NegEx, which uses decision trees and a Naive Bayes classifier
to determine when the cue not indicates a negation (Goldin and Chapman, 2003).
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3.5.2 Modifiers other than negations

Apart from negation, there are other factuality modifiers that could be associated
with a clinical finding mentioned in a health record text. The author could be
uncertain of the existence of the clinical finding, e.g. since the used diagnosis
method has a low precision, or the clinical finding could refer to something that
was observed in the past or in someone other than the patient (e.g. a relative).

To cover some of these cases, the extended NegEx has been further developed
into the Context system, which apart from detecting negations, also detects histor-
ical and hypothetical clinical conditions and whether a condition is experienced by
someone other than the patient (Chapman et al., 2007; Harkema et al., 2009).

The previously mentioned 2010 i2b2/VA challenge on extracting concepts, as-
sertions and relations also included the task of assessing if a clinical finding was:

[...] present, absent, or possible in the patient, conditionally
present in the patient under certain circumstances, hypothetically
present in the patient at some future point, and mentioned in the
patient report but associated with someone other than the patient
(Uzuner et al., 2011).

Most of the top-ranked systems in the challenge used SVM for classifying en-
tities into these assertion levels. Included in used features were either the output
of rule-based systems (as those described above) or vocabulary matching to lists
of cue phrases (Uzuner et al., 2011). The best system (de Bruijn et al., 2011) was
mainly based on different combinations of SVMs, first using an ensemble clas-
sifier for predicting the assertion level of each token in an identified entity and,
thereafter, using a multiclass-SVM for determining the assertion level of the entire
identified entity. The results for the individual assertion classes were not given,
but their best result, macro-averaged for all classes, was an F-score of 0.77. The
second best system used CRFs and a maximum entropy classifier combined with
a rule-based system for identifying cues as well as their scope and assertion class
(Clark et al., 2011). They were able to detect the assertion category Present with a
precision of 0.94 and a recall of 0.98, the category Absent with a precision of 0.95
and a recall of 0.92 and the category Possible with a precision of 0.77 and recall
of 0.53.

There are also a number of Swedish studies on clinical uncertainty. A CRFs
model was trained on the Swedish clinical corpus Stockholm EPR Diagnosis Un-
certainty Corpus1 to classify diagnoses into six factuality levels (Velupillai, 2011).

1See section 5.1.1.
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For detection of the combined class Probably and Possibly Negative, the precision
was 0.58 and the recall was 0.55, while the precision was 0.79 and the recall was
0.60 for the class Certainly Negative. For the combined class Probably and Pos-
sibly, the precision was 0.83 and the recall 0.72, while the precision was 0.83 and
the recall was 0.82 for the class Certainly Positive.
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Scientific method

This chapter describes the scientific research approach and research strategy that
were used in the studies of this thesis.

4.1 Overall research approach

Design science is a research approach that is concerned with the study of how
artefacts are developed and used, and how they can help solve practical problems
(Johannesson and Perjons, 2012). As the research of this thesis aims at exploring
how artefacts can solve practical problems regarding the extraction of information
from clinical text, design science was assessed to be suitable as the overall research
approach. The design science approach can be divided into five stages.

1) The Explicate Problem stage concerns the study of a practical problem, which
might be solved by an artefact. There is, as mentioned in the introduction, valuable
patient information contained in the free text of a health record. This information
is difficult to access in a structured manner, which is a problem for systems that
present patient information to care givers or that mine for information. Previous
research has mainly focused on the construction of artefacts for solving this prob-
lem for English clinical text. The problem of valuable patient information being
hidden in the free text is, however, not limited to clinical texts written in English,
and the artefacts of this thesis aim at solving this problem for a language closely
related to English. The nature and existence of this problem was derived from
previous research.
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2) In the Outline Artefact and Define Requirements stage, it is studied how the
practical problem can be solved with an artefact and what the requirements would
be for such an artefact. Studying what kind of information that should be extracted,
and possibly also how it could be made available to stakeholders such as medical
researchers and care givers, could be relevant activities for this stage. In this thesis,
it was, however, assumed that the same type of information that has been consid-
ered important to extract from English clinical text, should be equally relevant to
extract from clinical text in other languages.

3) The Design and Develop Artefact stage includes designing the functionality
of the artefact that was outlined in the previous stage, as well as carrying out the
practical work of constructing the artefact. The artefacts constructed in the studies
of this thesis focused solely on the extraction of relevant information from the free
text, as opposed to also including components for making the extracted informa-
tion available to the stakeholders. The constructed artefacts could, therefore, be
characterised as forming potential sub-components of an artefact that solves the
explicated problem.

4–5) In the Demonstrate Artefact stage, one case in which the developed arte-
fact is used to solve the explicated problem is demonstrated, and, in the Evaluate
Artefact stage, a more thorough evaluation is carried out. No separate artefact
demonstration was performed, but the focus was placed on an experimental eval-
uation. As the artefacts constructed in this thesis are possible sub-components of
an artefact that could solve the targeted practical problem, they were accordingly
evaluated for their ability to solve these sub-problems.

Different types of design science studies put the main focus on different stages,
and here the focus was put on development and evaluation. Each study was, there-
fore, divided into two phases; a development phase and an evaluation phase.

4.2 Research strategy for the evaluation stage

The employed research strategy in the evaluation stage was experimental research,
in the form of automatic evaluations against reference standards. This is a fre-
quently used strategy for experimental evaluation of NLP components, before they
are mature enough for user-centred evaluations (Hirschman and Mani, 2003).

A drawback of using the experimental research strategy is that the external va-
lidity is low, since the context in which the artefact is to be used might be different
from the context of the applied experimental setting (Johannesson and Perjons,
2012). An alternative evaluation could, therefore, consist of including the devel-
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oped components in larger artefacts aimed at solving a specific problem and eval-
uating to what extent these artefacts are able to solve this problem in the context
they are intended for. However, such an evaluation would: a) require large manual
resources as it would most likely have to be a manual evaluation with potential
users and b), due to a larger complexity, not be useful for drawing conclusions
on implementation choices of included sub-components. Such a strategy would,
therefore, be more appropriate for a later phase, when implementation choices for
sub-components have been thoroughly studied by controlled and automated exper-
iments (Friedman and Hripcsak, 1998).

The structure of the two design science phases applied here, i.e. first construct-
ing and thereafter evaluating an artefact, is similar to the structure of the exper-
imental Cranfield evaluation paradigm (Voorhees, 2002), which has been used
within information retrieval since the 1960s. In this paradigm, one or several
artefacts are first constructed and their performance is thereafter evaluated on con-
structed test collections of documents. This approach makes it possible to evalu-
ate different parameters of constructed artefacts, without requiring expensive user
studies for each evaluated parameter.

4.3 Alternative research approach

Standard empirical research is concerned with studying the world as it is, often
with the aim of explaining or predicting it (Johannesson and Perjons, 2012). Sci-
ence involving the construction and study of artefacts would, therefore, be difficult
to even describe as science with this standard view of empirical research, unless
the constructed artefacts were used for studying the world as it is. Therefore, using
standard empirical research would have required a change of focus for the studies,
and more emphasis would then have been put on what already exists in the world,
instead of on the constructed artefacts. Such a focus shift could, for instance, be:
1) to more closely study the ability of human annotators to extract clinical find-
ings from texts compared to the ability of automatic systems to perform this task;
2) to study what effect the constructed artefacts would have on users accessing
patient information or 3) to study to what extent the information mined using the
constructed artefacts, e.g. relations between findings and disorders, can be verified
on patients using clinical trials. The argument stated above against using realistic
user studies for evaluating constructed artefacts is, however, also a valid argument
against adopting any of these three foci. These foci are only relevant in a later
phase when suitable parameters and methods for constructing the artefacts already
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have been determined and the performance of the artefacts has been assessed in an
experimental setting.
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Used and created corpora

This chapter describes existing corpora that were used in the studies of this thesis,
as well as annotated corpora that were created as a part of the studies.

5.1 Used corpora

The Stockholm Electronic Patient Record Corpus is the main material used in this
thesis, but a few other corpora were also used.

5.1.1 The Stockholm Electronic Patient Record Corpus

The Stockholm Electronic Patient Record Corpus (Stockholm EPR Corpus), with
clinical text written in the years 2006–2008 (Dalianis et al., 2009),1 contains health
records for more than 600 000 patients from over 900 health units in the Stockholm
area. The used and created annotated subsets in this thesis were all extracted from
fields with the sub-heading Assessment (Bedömning in Swedish). These fields are
particularly suited for studies of information extraction of clinical findings, as they
contain reasoning about findings as well as diagnostic speculations and, thereby,
many instances of the entity classes Disorder and Finding. Assessment fields are
also interesting in that they form a prototypical example of the difficulties asso-
ciated with conducting text processing on clinical texts, difficulties that form a
motivation for studying information extraction from clinical texts separate from
information extraction in general. Clinical texts are, for instance, often less com-

1There are also more recent versions of this corpus (Dalianis et al., 2012), which are not used here.
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pliant with formal grammatical rules than are other types of texts (e.g. shown in
Figure 5.1). The texts are written in a highly telegraphic language, and sentences
often lack a subject, a verb and/or function words (Skeppstedt, 2013a; Smith et al.,
2014) and contain many non-standard and ambiguous abbreviations and acronyms
as well as technical words (Allvin et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2014). There can also
be a considerable variation in how the same word is written, especially a word with
a complex spelling. For instance, about 60 different versions of the word Nora-
drenalin were found in a relatively small corpus of Swedish clinical text (Allvin
et al., 2011). These differences have the effect that processing clinical texts can
be challenging for natural language processing tools that have been developed for
other text types (Skeppstedt, 2013a).

Cirk och resp stabil, pulm ausk något nedsatt a-ljud bilat, cor RR HF 72, sat 91% på 4 l 
O2.  Följer Miktionslissta.  I samråd med <title> bakjour <First name> <Second name>, som 
bedömmer pat som komplicerad sjukdomsbild, så följer vi vitala parametrar, samt svara han 
ej på smärtlindring, så går vi vidare med CT BÖS.

[Circ and resp stable, pulm ausc somewhat weak resp sound bilat, cor RR HF 72, sat 91% 
on 4 l O2. Following list for micturation. Consulting <title> senior dr on call <First name> 
<Second name>, who aseses pat as complicated condition, so we follow vital parameters, 
and anwers he not to pain-relief, so we go on to CT ABD.]

Figure 5.1: An example from Grigonyte et al. (2014) of Swedish
clinical text that includes misspellings (underlined), abbreviations
(bold), and words of foreign origin (italics).

From the Stockholm EPR Corpus, several smaller sub-corpora have been ex-
tracted for the purpose of creating annotated corpora. Two such sub-corpora were
used here:

1) The Stockholm EPR Sentence Uncertainty Corpus (Dalianis and Velupil-
lai, 2010) consists of 6 740 randomly extracted sentences from assessment fields in
the Stockholm EPR Corpus. Three annotators labelled cue words for speculation
and negation, as well as classified sentences (or clauses) as certain, uncertain or
undefined. From this corpus, only lists created from extracting the annotated cues
were used.

2) The Stockholm EPR Diagnosis Uncertainty Corpus (Velupillai et al.,
2011) consists of 1 297 assessment fields extracted from the Stockholm EPR Cor-
pus, for which a list of 337 diagnosis terms were used to automatically identify
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diagnoses in the text. Identified diagnoses had been manually classified by two
senior physicians into six classes: Certainly Positive, Probably Positive, Possi-
bly Positive, Certainly Negative, Probably Negative and Possibly Negative. The
overall agreement, measured by Cohen’s κ , was 0.73 (intra-annotator) and 0.60
(inter-annotator).

5.1.2 Additional corpora

Apart from the Stockholm EPR Corpus, three additional corpora were used:
1) A subset of Läkartidningen (1996–2005), the Journal of the Swedish Medical

Association (Kokkinakis, 2012), which has been made available for research. This
weekly journal is written in Swedish and contains articles discussing new scientific
findings in medicine, pharmaceutical studies, health economic evaluations, work-
related issues, etc. Due to copyright reasons, the sentences in the freely available
subset appear in a randomised order.

2) The BioScope Corpus (Vincze et al., 2008), which contains clinical radiol-
ogy reports and other English biomedical texts that have been annotated by two
students for negation and speculation cues as well as their scope. The annotated
cues were extracted and translated from English to Swedish.

3) Swedish Parole (Gellerstam et al., 2000), which is a corpus of standard
Swedish compiled from text types including newspapers, fiction, etc. This cor-
pus was used for compiling a list of words occurring in a non-medical Swedish
text.

5.2 Corpora created by annotation

Two annotated corpora were created in the studies carried out for this thesis: the
Stockholm EPR Clinical Entity Corpus (Study I and IV) and the Stockholm EPR
Negated Findings Corpus (Study V).

5.2.1 The Stockholm EPR Clinical Entity Corpus

As previously mentioned, clinical NER studies have typically used a general cate-
gory, similar to the category Clinical Finding (Wang and Patrick, 2009; de Bruijn et
al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2011), or have focused on an entity category similar to what
is here called Disorder (Kokkinakis and Thurin, 2007; Savova et al., 2010). There
are, thus, few studies in which the categories Disorder and Finding are annotated
as two separate categories (Albright et al., 2013). For the Stockholm EPR Clini-
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cal Entity Corpus, however, the general category Clinical Finding was divided into
the two more granular categories Disorder and Finding, following the semantic
categories of SNOMED CT (International Health Terminology Standards Devel-
opment Organisation, IHTSDO, 2008b). Also, the category Body Structure was
annotated to capture clinical findings that include a part of the body, for instance,
“pain in left knee”. The category Body Structure is defined in SNOMED CT as a
physical anatomical entity (International Health Terminology Standards Develop-
ment Organisation, IHTSDO, 2008a). In addition, the entity category Pharmaceu-
tical Drug was annotated.

Texts for annotation were compiled from the Stockholm EPR Corpus by ran-
domly extracting 1 148 Assessment fields from an internal medicine emergency
unit at Karolinska University Hospital. The used definition of the annotated entity
categories can be summarised from Figure 2.1 in the introduction as follows:

1) A Disorder is a disease or abnormal condition that is not momentary and that
has an underlying pathological process.

2) A Finding is a symptom reported by the patient, an observation made by the
physician or the result of a medical examination. This includes non-pathological
findings with medical relevance.

3) A Pharmaceutical Drug is a medical drug that is either mentioned with a
generic name or trade name or with other expressions denoting drugs, e.g. drugs
expressed by their effect, with words such as painkiller or sleeping pill. Narcotic
drugs used outside of medical care were excluded.

4) A Body Structure is an anatomically defined body part, excluding body fluids
and expressions for positions on the body.

There are other entities that would also be useful to be able to extract from
clinical texts and which, thereby, would be relevant to include in the annotation
scheme, e.g. the entity categories Procedure or Occupation. The categories Disor-
der and Finding were, however, chosen since they are the most important entities
for describing the medical status of a patient, and the category Body Structure was
chosen since entities of this category are sometimes important for specifying the
location of a disorder or finding. The category Pharmaceutical Drug was chosen to
be able to associate clinical findings with pharmaceuticals, e.g. for the purpose of
detecting adverse drug reactions. Other previously mentioned applications when
extracting these entities are comorbidity studies and syndromic surveillance. The
chosen entity categories are also among the most important in the construction of
tools for patient history summaries and overviews.

Annotation guidelines were developed by a senior physician (PH1) and a com-
putational linguist (CL). A test annotation of 664 Assessment fields (not included
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in the 1 148 fields compiled for the final corpus) was performed by PH1, for train-
ing as well as for development of the annotation guidelines. The final version of
the guidelines was reviewed by a second physician (PH2).

The following are the most important points of the guidelines.2 The shortest
possible expression that still fully describes an identified entity was annotated.
Modifiers that, for example, describe severity were, therefore, excluded, while
modifiers describing the type of an entity were included. In the example “The pa-
tient experiences a strong stabbing pain in left knee”,3 the words strong and left
were, therefore, not annotated, whereas stabbing pain was annotated as a Finding
and knee as a Body Structure. All mentions of any of the four selected classes
were annotated, regardless of whether, for example, a Disorder was referred to
with an abbreviation or acronym or in a negated or a speculative context, or if the
person experiencing the Finding was someone other than the patient. The guide-
lines also included rules for handling the frequent occurrence of compound words.
Compound words were not split up into substrings, and, therefore, e.g., diabetes
in diabetesclinic4 was not annotated as a Disorder, whereas the word heartdis-
ease5 which is a compound denoting a Disorder, was annotated as such. A com-
pound including a treatment with a pharmaceutical drug was, however, classified
as belonging to the entity category Pharmaceutical Drug. The definition of the
category Finding was broader than the definition used in other annotation studies,
e.g. i2b2 shared task (i2b2/VA, 2010), and more closely followed the definition
in SNOMED CT, as also non-pathological, medically relevant findings were in-
cluded. The guidelines did, however, agree with the i2b2 guidelines (i2b2/VA,
2010) in that findings that were explicitly stated (e.g. high blood pressure) were
included, while test measures (e.g. blood pressure 145/95) were not.

PH1 had the role as the main annotator, annotating all notes included in the
study. A subset of the notes was independently annotated by PH2, and yet another
subset was independently annotated by CL (Table 5.1). To become familiar with
the annotation task, PH2 and CL carried out a test annotation on 50 notes. Neither
these test annotations, nor the texts annotated by PH1 in the guideline development
phase, were included in the constructed corpus. The annotation tool Knowtator
(Ogren, 2006), a plug-in to Protégé, was used for all annotations. The doubly
annotated notes were used for measuring inter-annotator agreement, as well as for
constructing a reference standard to use in the final evaluation. Inter-annotator

2The complete guidelines are available at http://dsv.su.se/health/guidelines/
3In Swedish: “Patienten känner en kraftigt huggande smärta i vänster knä”
4In Swedish: diabetesklinik
5In Swedish: hjärtsjukdom
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Table 5.1: Data used for measuring inter-annotator agreement be-
tween the annotators PH1, PH2 and CL.

Annotator: PH1 PH2 CL
Entity category Annotated (Entity Annotated (Entity Annotated (Entity

entities types) entities types) entities types)
Disorder 766 (354) 329 (174) 355 (214)
Finding 1 327 (715) 631 (466) 686 (461)
Pharmaceuticals 636 (249) 282 (119) 262 (143)
Body Structure 275 (112) 117 (67) 101 (65)

agreement was measured in terms of F-score, and disagreements were: entities
annotated by only one of the annotators, differences in choice of entity category,
and differences in the length of annotated text spans.

Out of a large subset (25 370 tokens) of the doubly annotated notes shown in
Table 5.1, a sub-corpus (Stockholm EPR Clinical Entity Corpus Final Evaluation
subset) was created to use as a reference standard. This sub-corpus was compiled
by PH1, who resolved each conflicting annotation in the doubly annotated data. A
program for presenting and resolving annotations was developed, which presented
pairs of conflicting annotations on a sentence level without revealing who had pro-
duced which annotation. PH1 could, thus, select one of the presented annotations
without knowing who had produced it, thereby minimising bias (Figure 5.2). The
rest of the annotated corpus is called the Stockholm EPR Clinical Entity Corpus
Development subset (Table 5.2).

Figure 5.2: A simple program for choosing between two alterna-
tive annotations, showing a constructed example in English.

Inter-annotator agreement was calculated, using the evaluation script from the
CoNLL shared task (Conll, 2000). Agreement between the physicians (PH1 and
PH2), between the main physician annotator and the computational linguist (PH1
and CL) and the average results are shown in Table 5.3 for the four categories, as
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Table 5.2: Number of annotated entities in Development subset
and Final Evaluation subset.

Data set: Development Final Evaluation
Entity category Annotated entities (Entity types) Annotated entities
Disorder 1 317 (607) 681
Finding 2 540 (1 353) 1 282
Pharmaceuticals 959 (350) 580
Body Structure 497 (197) 253
Tokens in corpus 45 482 25 370

well as for Disorder and Finding merged into one class. Annotations for the entity
category Pharmaceutical Drug had the highest agreement for both pairs of anno-
tators, and there was also a relatively high agreement for annotations of entities
belonging to the categories Body Structure and Disorder, while the agreement for
the category Finding was lower. Finding was also the only category for which there
was a large difference between the two pairs of annotators, with higher agreement
between PH1 and CL than between PH1 and PH2. When automatically remov-
ing all annotated Findings containing a numerical value for PH2 and CL (to make
them better comply with the guidelines), the agreement between the two physi-
cians increased from 0.58 to 0.61, but it still remained lower than the agreement
between PH1 and CL.

In the Development subset, there were a total of 27 unique entity types some-
times annotated as a Disorder and sometimes as a Finding: this was 3% of the total
number of unique entity types among annotated Disorders and Findings. Among
these, some were equally frequently annotated as a Disorder and as a Finding (e.g.
stress and muscle pain), whereas some were more often classified as a Finding
(e.g. dizziness/vertigo and tachycardia). In accordance with the annotation guide-
lines, these entities were annotated as a Finding when they were symptoms of
another disorder, whereas they were annotated as a Disorder when they were the
main described medical problem.

5.2.2 The Stockholm EPR Negated Findings Corpus

The concept of negation is defined in SNOMED CT (IHTSDO, 2008) through the
following examples:
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Table 5.3: Inter-annotator agreement scores. PH2 shows the inter-
annotator agreement between PH1 and PH2. CL shows the inter-
annotator agreement between PH1 and CL. Disorder + Finding
shows the results of merging the two classes Disorder and Find-
ing into one class, and -num. val. is the agreement when when
annotations with numerical values are removed for the class Find-
ing. The average results were also measured.

PH2 CL Average
F-Score F-score F-score

Disorder 0.77 0.80 0.79
Finding 0.58 0.73 0.66
Pharmaceutical Drug 0.88 0.92 0.90
Body Structure 0.80 0.80 0.80
Disorder + Finding 0.72 0.84 0.78
Finding -num. val. 0.61 0.73 0.67
Disorder + Finding -num. val. 0.75 0.84 0.80

The meaning of some concepts in SNOMED CT depends conceptually
on negation (e.g. “absence of X”, “lack of X”, “unable to do X”
etc). (IHTSDO, 2008)

The Stockholm EPR Negated Findings Corpus consists of 900 sentences ex-
tracted from the annotated sentences in the Stockholm EPR Uncertainty Corpus as
well as from surrounding sentences. The extracted sentences all contain a clinical
finding that matches a textual description in ICD-10. The sentences were divided
into two groups: 1) those containing known negation cues and 2) those not con-
taining known negation cues. Each clinical finding was manually classified into
Negated, Affirmed or Uncertain, and the two groups Affirmed and Uncertain were
then collapsed into the group Not Negated. All clinical findings in sentences with
a negation cue were classified by two persons (one of them a senior physician),
while only a subset of the other clinical findings was classified by two persons
(Table 5.4).

In group 1, the inter-annotator agreement with respect to the two categories
Negated and Not negated was 0.874% (Cohen’s κ 0.745), and, for the 95 sentences
in group 2 that were categorised by two annotators, there was an inter-annotator
agreement of 100%.
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Negated Not negated Total
Group 1: Sentences with negation cues 269 289 558
Group 2: Sentences without negation cues 12 330 342

Table 5.4: Sentences classified as negated and not negated (un-
certain and affirmed).

5.3 Ethics when using health record corpora

The content of health records is often very sensitive, which makes it extremely im-
portant that it is read by as few people as possible and that the identity of patients
is not unnecessarily revealed to researchers. Therefore, the health record data
in Stockholm EPR Corpus has been provided for research in a format in which
structured information that can identify patients, such as patient names and social
security numbers, has been removed. Also, when extracting data for annotation,
small extracts from health records from many patients have been randomly cho-
sen, as opposed to using the entire available medical history of only one patient,
thereby reducing the risk of involuntarily identifying patients from context. The
studies using the Stockholm EPR corpus were conducted after approval from the
Regional Ethical Review Board in Stockholm, permission number 2009/1742-31/5
and permission number 2012/834-31/5.
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Chapter 6

Extracting mentioned clinical
findings

This chapter describes the studies that address the task of recognising mentioned
Clinical Findings in Swedish clinical text, as well as the task of building vocab-
ulary resources. In each study, an artefact is first designed and developed and
thereafter evaluated.

6.1 Study I: Rule-based entity recognition and coverage
of SNOMED CT in Swedish clinical text

The first attempted approach for extracting clinical findings was to use existing
Swedish vocabularies for searching for entities in the text. As this requires a mini-
mum of manual annotation resources (only a reference standard for the evaluation),
it is a suitable first step. The experiments of this study, therefore, aim at answering
the following research question:

• With what precision and recall can Findings and Disorders, mentioned in
Swedish health record text, be recognised by using hand-crafted rules for
mapping to existing Swedish vocabularies?
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6.1.1 Design and development of the artefact

Existing Swedish medical vocabulary terms were matched to the clinical text to
detect entities of the three semantic types, Disorder, Finding and Body Structure,
corresponding to the annotated entity types in the Stockholm EPR Clinical En-
tity Corpus. The text was first divided into tokens and sentences using Granska
(Knutsson et al., 2003). An attempt to match the entire sentence to a vocabulary
term was then carried out, before dividing the sentence into increasingly shorter
token sequences and matching these sequences to the vocabulary. Each matched
token in a sequence was assigned the semantic category or categories to which
the matched vocabulary term belonged, and when a token matched several seman-
tic categories, its final semantic category was determined by priority rules corre-
sponding to those of the annotation task (in which Body Structure had priority
over Finding and Disorder, and Disorder had priority over Finding). The vocabu-
lary was stored in a hash table, which made it possible to quickly search for a large
number of substrings.

The vocabularies employed for matching were SNOMED CT, ICD-10,
Wikipedia: Projekt medicin (a Wikipedia list of names of diseases in Swedish,
Wikipedia, 2012), Medical abbreviations and acronyms collected by Cederblom
(2005) and the freely available version of MeSH.1 The lemmatised, as well as un-
lemmatised, version of the text was matched to the vocabularies. SNOMED CT
terms belonging to the semantic category Body Structure were also pre-processed
by stop word filtering, since these terms contain re-occurring sub-phrases such as
structure of, which are not used when body parts are referred to in health records.
The stop word list was assembled by collecting frequent tokens in SNOMED CT
terms belonging to the category Body Structure. A match to SNOMED CT terms
belonging to the semantic categories Qualifier and Person was also performed and
given priority over the other categories. This was motivated by the fact that quali-
fiers were not included in an annotated entity and by that the set of SNOMED CT
terms belonging to the category Body Structure includes terms that describe per-
sons.

Attempts were also made to 1) match text chunks with a Levenshtein distance
(e.g. Jurafsky and Martin, p. 697, 2008) of one from the original text chunk, 2)
match all possible permutations of token sequences (only performed on token se-
quences of a minimum length of two tokens and a maximum of five) and 3) apply
a compound splitter (Sjöbergh and Kann, 2004) developed for standard Swedish
to all words that contained at least ten letters. If a word was split into smaller parts

1See appendix for more on used vocabularies.
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by the compound splitter, each of these smaller parts was matched to the vocab-
ularies and if any of them matched a term, it was assigned the category of that
term. Versions of the word constituents with a Levensthein distance of one were
also matched. These three approaches, however, either had no effect or led to de-
creased precision without any large positive effects on recall, and were, therefore,
not used in the final version.

6.1.2 Evaluation of the artefact

The system was applied on a subset of the Stockholm EPR Clinical Entity Corpus,
containing 26 011 tokens, in which annotator PH1 had annotated 2 342 entities
(759 Disorder, 1 319 Finding and 264 Body Structure). Precision, recall and F-
score were measured with the CoNLL 2000 shared task evaluation script (Conll,
2000).

6.1.3 Results

For the category Finding, lemmatisation improved recall, while adding a match to
SNOMED CT terms for qualifiers and persons slightly improved precision. Stop
word filtering improved recall considerably for the recognition of entities belong-
ing to the category Body Structure, while a match to SNOMED CT terms for
qualifiers and persons further improved precision. For the category Disorder, on
the other hand, pre-processing had no or little effect, perhaps since disorders to a
larger extent than findings are mentioned in the lemma form in the text. This could,
however, also be an indication that lemmatisation needs to be adapted to the med-
ical vocabulary, as findings might be described with standard Swedish vocabulary
to a larger extent than disorders.

Although pre-processing improved results for two of the categories, disorders
and findings were recognised with a relatively low F-score also after the pre-
processing (Table 6.1). This shows that additional methods are needed for entity
recognition in Swedish clinical text.

Nr. Precision (95% CI) Recall (95% CI) F-Score
Disorder 0.75 (± 0.04) 0.55 (± 0.04) 0.63
Finding 0.57 (± 0.04) 0.30 (± 0.02) 0.39
Body Structure 0.74 (± 0.05) 0.80 (± 0.05) 0.77

Table 6.1: Results for the rule-based recognition of entities.
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6.2 Study II: Vocabulary expansion by semantic extrac-
tion of medical terms

The relatively low recall achieved in Study I shows that a more extensive Swedish
medical vocabulary is needed to support vocabulary based named entity recog-
nition as well as for making concept matching possible. To manually develop a
controlled vocabulary is, however, expensive and time-consuming, and methods
that can support this process are therefore valuable. What specifically is required
for recognising the annotated entities is a larger vocabulary list of terms belonging
to the category Clinical Findings, i.e. an expansion of the vocabulary resource with
more hyponyms to the concept Clinical Findings. It would be useful to achieve this
with as little manual effort as possible. The experiments of Study II explore the
possibility of using Random indexing for decreasing the manual effort required
for vocabulary expansion. In addition to terms belonging to the semantic cate-
gory Clinical Finding, terms belonging to the category Pharmaceutical Drug were
studied, with the following research question:

• What is the recall, among a limited set of candidate terms, for retrieving
known terms denoting Clinical Findings and Pharmaceutical Drugs by using
similarity to seed terms in a Random indexing space built on medical text?

6.2.1 Design and development of the artefact

A possible use-case for a semi-automatic system for vocabulary expansion would
be to let the system present a list of candidate terms to a user for possible inclusion
in a vocabulary. The user (e.g. a medical lexicographer) then has to decide which
of the presented terms belong to the semantic category for which the user aims to
add new terms.

The general idea for extracting candidate terms belonging to the semantic cate-
gories Clinical Finding and Pharmaceutical Drug was to use a set of known terms
as seed terms, and to extract unknown terms occurring in contexts similar to these
seed terms.

The method for extracting such unknown terms used a Random indexing space
built on the Läkartidningen Corpus. A list of candidate terms was generated for
a semantic category by ranking the unknown terms in the corpus according to
their summed similarity to the seed terms of that semantic category. The summed
similarity was calculated by summing the cosine of the angle (θū,s̄) between the
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context vector of the unknown term (ū) and the context vector of each term (s̄) in
the set of seed terms (S) of the semantic category in question.

summed similarity(ū) = ∑
s̄∈S

cos(θū,s̄)

The unknown terms were sorted according to their summed similarity score, and
terms with the top n largest summed similarity score were retrieved as candidates
for inclusion in the list of terms belonging to the semantic category.

Apart from the method using summed similarity, a method was attempted in
which all occurrences the seed terms of a semantic category were replaced by a
common string denoting that category, before the corpus was used for creating
the Random indexing space. Only results from the more successful of the two
methods, the summed similarity method, are, however, presented here.

The Läkartidningen Corpus was pre-processed by white-space tokenising and
lower-casing the text, and a document break was inserted between sentences to en-
sure that co-occurrence information was not collected across sentences. The cor-
pus was not lemmatised, as inflected forms of medical terms may also be relevant
candidates for vocabulary expansion. Four different Random indexing spaces with
different context window sizes were created. The used window sizes were 1+1,
2+2, 4+4 and 50+50, i.e. index vectors for the immediate preceding and the imme-
diate following word were added to context vectors in the first Random indexing
space, and index vectors for the two immediate preceding and the two immediate
following words were used in the second created Random indexing space and so
on. For all spaces, a vector dimension of 1 000 with ten non-zero elements (i.e.,
1%) were assigned to the index vectors. When populating the context vectors, in-
creasingly less weight was assigned to index vectors as the distance from the target
term increased. As the contexts were not allowed to cross a sentence boundary, the
50+50 window size was, in effect, a sentence-level context definition.

6.2.2 Evaluation of the artefact

As seed terms and as reference standard for the evaluation, terms from Swedish
MeSH were used. For the semantic category Clinical Finding, terms belonging to
the Swedish MeSH category Disease or Syndrome and the MeSH category Sign
or Symptom were used, while the MeSH category Pharmacologic Substance was
used for Pharmaceutical Drug. MeSH terms occurring fewer than 50 times were
excluded as seed terms, and as reference standard terms, since a certain number
of observations of a term is required for its context vector to be accurately posi-
tioned in a Random indexing semantic space. The Random indexing spaces were
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Figure 6.1: Recall values for different cut offs in form of retrieved
terms.
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Figure 6.2: Precision (partially based on manual classification) vs.
recall (automatically measured against the reference standard), cut
off 50–500.
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constructed to only handle unigrams, and multiword terms were therefore also ex-
cluded from used vocabularies. When rare and multiword terms had been removed,
309 Clinical Finding terms and 181 Pharmaceutical Drug terms remained. To
make it easier to compare the two semantic categories, 181 Clinical Finding terms
(identical to the number of Pharmaceutical Drug terms) were randomly selected.
These terms were divided into two stratified, equally large groups, a seed set and
an evaluation set, in which the strata consisted of terms with similar frequencies in
the corpus. The seed terms represent terms that, in a real-world scenario, would be
known and already included in the vocabulary and, therefore, used as seed terms
in the described method, while the terms in the evaluation set represent terms that
should be added to the vocabulary.

Different window sizes were evaluated by using 10-fold cross-validation on the
seed terms and measuring recall averaged for different retrieved list size cut-offs
(from 50 to 1000, with a step size of 50). The best recall was obtained for the
category Clinical Finding when using the Random indexing model with a context
window of 2+2 and for Pharmaceutical Drug when using a model with a window
size of 1+1. These results decided what spaces to use in the evaluation. The entire
set of seed terms were then used as query terms, and two ranked lists of corpus
terms were generated with the above described summed similarity method: one list
consisting of candidates for Clinical Finding and one list consisting of candidates
for Pharmaceutical Drug.

The primary evaluation was a fully automatic calculation of recall for the two
produced ranked lists, by comparing them against the two evaluation sets, one for
the category Clinical Finding and one for the category Pharmaceutical Drug. This
simulates the case in which a medical lexicographer would manually go through
top x of the retrieved terms in search for new terms to add to the vocabulary. To
determine to what extent retrieved terms belong to the expected semantic cate-
gory, despite not being present in the evaluation set, a semi-automatic evaluation
of precision among the 500 top-ranked terms was also performed. Retrieved terms
classified as Clinical Finding or Pharmaceutical Drug in MeSH or FASS2 were
automatically classified as correct or incorrect (assuming that a known Clinical
Finding can never be a Pharmaceutical Drug and vice versa). The remaining terms
were manually classified by a single annotator as belonging to the category or not.

2See appendix for more on used vocabularies.
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6.2.3 Results

The ability of the methods to retrieve the terms in the evaluation set is shown in
Figure 6.1, for cut-offs ranging from the top 50 retrieved terms to the top 1500.
Recall against existing vocabulary terms was consistently higher for Pharmaceu-
tical Drug than for Clinical Finding. Among the top 1000 retrieved terms, for
instance, a recall of 0.88 was obtained for Pharmaceutical Drug and a recall of
0.53 for Clinical Finding. Precision was, however, higher for Clinical Finding
than for Pharmaceutical Drug (0.80 vs. 0.64 for the top 50 and 0.68 vs. 0.47 for
the top 100, Figure 6.2). The results for precision also indicate that many terms of
the correct category were retrieved that were not among the vocabulary terms used
for measuring recall. Although precision steadily decreases, for Clinical Finding it
is still close to 0.4 for the top 500. To manually investigate 500 candidates would
thus generate almost 200 new terms for Clinical Finding, in the hypothetical case
that the used seed terms had made up the entire available vocabulary of terms for
this category.

6.3 Study III: Synonym extraction and abbreviation ex-
pansion with ensembles of semantic spaces

The other vocabulary expansion study did not, as Study II, aim at expanding vo-
cabularies with more instances of terms belonging to a certain semantic category,
but aimed at extracting synonyms to specific terms in an existing vocabulary. This
is a more challenging task, but the resulting expansion is even more useful to a text
mining application, as it makes it possible to map the extracted entities to a spe-
cific concept in a controlled vocabulary. With an extensive resource of synonyms,
the text mining application has the possibility to treat, e.g. allergy3 and hypersen-
sitivity4 as the same concept or as two similar concepts, for instance when mining
for disorder-finding relations. The expansion of vocabularies also included ex-
tracting abbreviations of terms (Exp→Abbr), as well as extracting the expanded
forms of abbreviations (Abbr→Exp), which are as useful as synonyms for concept
mapping. The experiments of this study can, therefore, be used for answering the
following research question:

3allergi in Swedish
4överkänslighet in Swedish
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• What is the recall, among a limited set of candidate terms, for retrieving
known synonyms and abbreviations by using term similarity in a Random
indexing space built on medical text?

6.3.1 Design and development of the artefact

A possible use-case for a semi-automatic system for synonym vocabulary expan-
sion would be to let the system present an existing term in the vocabulary, together
with a limited number of synonym and/or abbreviation candidates for this term.
The users of the system, e.g. medical lexicographers, could then decide whether
the candidates should be included in the controlled vocabulary as a synonym to an
existing term.

The method used for generating candidates for possible inclusion was, as in
Study II, Random indexing. A number of different Random indexing semantic
spaces were created with different parameters in terms of window size, stop word
filtering and whether Random permutation was applied or not. In addition, com-
binations of Random indexing spaces were created on two different corpora: one
medical (from Läkartidningen) and one clinical (from the Stockholm EPR corpus).
The output from different created semantic spaces was then combined to make use
of the fact that different model types (regarding the use of Random indexing or
Random permutation, and regarding window size) capture slightly different as-
pects of semantics, as well as to make use of the fact that models created from
corpora of different genres capture differences in language use.

Simple post-processing rules were also devised for filtering out suitable abbre-
viation/expansion candidates. These rules were built on the idea that abbreviations
are shorter than expansions and that the characters that make up an abbreviation
are normally a subset of the characters in the corresponding expansion.5

The suggested synonym candidates for possible inclusion in a controlled vocab-
ulary were obtained by retrieving the ten terms that were ranked as most similar to
a given query term in the Random indexing space combinations. (Exemplified in
Figure 6.3.) The choice of letting the limited number of candidates be represented
by ten was based on an estimation of the number of candidate terms that would be
reasonable to present to a lexicographer for manual inspection. If more candidates
were to be presented, recall might be improved, but this would also probably result
in decreased usability.

5Post-processing rules were also attempted on the synonyms, built on thresholds of similarity, but
as these were unsuccessful, they will not be further discussed.
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Figure 6.3: Retrieving the ten most similar terms from a combi-
nation of four semantic spaces.

Ten semantic spaces were created from the clinical corpus and another ten from
the medical corpus. As a comparison, the two corpora were conjoined into one
corpus, and ten semantic spaces were also created from this conjoint corpus. For
each of the three corpora, four regular Random indexing (RI) spaces were cre-
ated, with the four context window size configurations: 1+1, 2+2, 4+4 and 10+10.
Moreover, for each of the three corpora, six spaces, for which Random permuta-
tion (RP) was applied, were created with the window size configurations: 1+1, 2+2
and 4+4. Each configuration of the Random permutation space was created in two
versions: one in which stop words (sw) were retained and one in which they were
removed. For all spaces, a dimensionality of 1 000 was used, with eight non-zero
elements in the index vectors: four 1s and four -1s. For the regular Random in-
dexing models, the index vectors were given less weight with increasing distance
from the target term, while no weighting was performed for Random permutation,
and order vectors were used.

The output of the regular Random indexing space was combined with the out-
put of the Random permutation space with the same window size. In addition, a
Random indexing semantic space with a large window size and a Random per-
mutation space with a small window size were combined. The combination of
the two spaces was performed by summing the cosine similarity scores from the
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two spaces for each candidate term, and retrieving the ten terms with the highest
summed cosine similarity (Figure 6.3). An overview of created semantic spaces is
shown in Table 6.2.

As a final step, the combination was taken one step further by including two
spaces from the clinical corpus and two from the medical corpus. The spaces were
combined by summing the cosine similarity to the query term for each term in the
corpus according to each of the four created spaces and retrieving the top ten terms
with the highest summed cosine similarity.6

For each of the 3 corpora, 10 semantic spaces were created:
RI Spaces RI_20 RI_2 RI_4 RI_8
RP Spaces RP_2 RP_2_sw RP_4 RP_4_sw RP_8 RP_8_sw

The created semantic spaces were combined in 10 different combinations:
Identical window size RI_2+RP_2 RI_4+RP_4 RI_8+RP_8
Identical window size, RI_2+RP_2_sw RI_4+RP_4_sw RI_8+RP_8_sw
stop words
Large window size RI_20+RP_2 RI_20+RP_4
Large window size, RI_20+RP_2_sw RI_20+RP_4_sw
stop words

Table 6.2: Overview of experiments conducted with a single cor-
pus. The configurations are described according to the following
pattern: model_windowSize. sw means that stop words are re-
tained in the semantic space. For instance, model_20 means a
window size of 10+10 was used.

6.3.2 Evaluation of the artefact

The evaluation was mainly performed by measuring recall against synonyms and
abbreviation-expansion pairs in existing vocabularies. One of the members in a
synonym or abbreviation-expansion pair was given as the query term, with the
hope of retrieving the other member of the pair among the candidates suggested
by the semantic space combination. The query term represented a term that, in a
real world scenario, would already be included in the vocabulary, while the other
member of the pair represented a term that ought to be added as a synonym or an
abbreviation/expansion. Recall for including the other member of a pair among

6Other methods for combining spaces were also attempted, but they will not be discussed here.
Also results for the four-space combination for retrieving abbreviations are omitted, due to the small
evaluation set available for this task.
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the top ten suggested candidates was measured, thereby simulating the case of
having a lexicographer manually examine ten new terms for possible inclusion in
the controlled vocabulary. The evaluation could be described as a version of a two-
fold cross validation; one of the members of a pair first functioned as a query term,
and the other as the expected reference standard term, and, thereafter, the reverse
set-up was applied by using the expected term as the query term. There were,
however, also cases when there were several synonyms/abbreviations/expansions
to a term, and, in these cases, all of them functioned as query terms in turn, and all
of the others had to be included among the top ten candidates to achieve full recall.

The used vocabulary for synonyms was derived from the freely available part
of the Swedish version of MeSH, as well as from the Swedish extension, while
the vocabulary for abbreviations was derived from the medical abbreviations book
by Cederblom (2005). As the semantic spaces were constructed only to model
unigrams, all multiword expressions were removed from the reference standards,
as were also hypernym/hyponym and other non-synonym pairs found in the UMLS
version of MeSH. Terms occurring only rarely in a corpus are often incorrectly
modelled by Random indexing spaces. Therefore, only terms that occurred at
least 50 times in the corpus, from which the semantic space was created, were
included in the reference standard. This resulted in a very small reference standard
for abbreviations/expansions for the experiment that included the medical corpus,
and, therefore, only evaluations for extracting abbreviations/expansions from the
clinical corpus will be included here.

The vocabularies were divided into a development and an evaluation set, with
all members of a (synonym or abbreviation-expansion) pair/group in either the de-
velopment or the evaluation set. Statistics for the used vocabularies are shown in
Table 6.3. The development sets were used for measuring the recall of the combi-
nation strategies shown in Table 6.2, as well as for designing post-processing rules
for abbreviations/expansions. The semantic spaces that performed best in combi-
nation for a single corpus for the synonym task (evaluated on the development sets
for the Clinical corpus and for the Medical corpus) would also be used in the sub-
sequent combinations from multiple corpora (evaluated on the Clinical + Medical
corpus). The combination strategies that resulted in the highest recall were then
evaluated on the evaluation sets.

There is a possibility that, among the ten suggested candidates, there are un-
known synonyms (in the sense of not yet included in the vocabulary) or other se-
mantically related words that also should be included in the vocabulary. In order to
get an idea of how often this was the case, a small manual evaluation was also car-
ried out on the synonym task. This was done by randomly selecting 30 query terms
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Reference standards for the Clinical corpus Size 2 Cor 3 Cor
Abbr→Exp (Devel) 117 9.4% 0.0%
Abbr→Exp (Eval) 98 3.1% 0.0%
Exp→Abbr (Devel) 110 8.2% 1.8%
Exp→Abbr (Eval) 98 7.1% 0.0%
Syn (Devel) 334 9.0% 1.2%

Reference standards for the Medical corpus Size 2 Cor 3 Cor
Syn (Devel) 266 11% 3.0%

Reference standards for the Clinical + Medical corpus Size 2 Cor 3 Cor
Syn (Devel) 122 4.9% 0%
Syn (Eval) 135 11% 0%

Table 6.3: Reference standards statistics. Size shows the number
of queries, 2 cor shows the proportion of queries with two cor-
rect answers and 3 cor the proportion of queries with three (or
more) correct answers. The remaining queries have one correct
answer. Syn (Devel) for the Clinical corpus and Syn (Devel) for
the Medical corpus were used for finding the best combinations
between two semantic spaces created using a single corpus. Syn
(Devel) for the Clinical + Medical corpus was used for finding the
best combinations of semantic spaces created from two corpora,
while Syn (Eval) was used for determining the performance of this
combination on unseen data. Only terms that occurred at least 50
times in the corpus were included, and for the Clinical + Medical
reference standard, they had to occur 50 times in both corpora.

from the Clinical + Medical evaluation reference standard and manually inspecting
the ten candidate terms that were suggested by the best combination of semantic
spaces (according to recall against the development reference standard). The can-
didates were classified as a synonym, an antonym, a hypernym, a hyponym, an
alternative spelling or none of these.

6.3.3 Results

The results for the extraction of abbreviations and their expansions from the clin-
ical corpus are shown in Table 6.4. For both tasks, a window size of 2+2 was the
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most successful among the combination strategies.7 For the task of finding ab-
breviations for an expanded form, however, using the output only from a Random
permutation space resulted in a higher recall than using the combined spaces. In
contrast, the post-processing was successful for both abbreviation tasks. The rules
for post-processing, derived from the properties of the development set, are shown
in Eq. 6.1 and 6.2.

Exp→ Abbr =
{

True, if (Len < 5)∧ (Subout = True)
False, Otherwise

(6.1)

Abbr→ Exp =
{

True, if (Len > 4)∧ (Subin = True)
False, Otherwise (6.2)

Subout : Whether each letter in the candidate term is present in the query term, in the same order

and with identical initial letters.

Subin: Whether each letter in the query term is present in the candidate term, in the same order and

with identical initial letters.

Len: The length of the candidate term.

For synonyms, the best results on the development sets were achieved when
combining the output of semantic spaces created using a small or a very small
window size for the Random permutation space and a very large window size for
the Random indexing space, when using the corpora separately. When building
combined spaces on the conjoint corpus, a medium sized window for both the
Random permutation and the Random indexing space was instead most successful.
These combinations were, therefore, applied on the evaluation set, with results
as shown in Table 6.5. The method of combining different spaces was clearly
successful for the synonym task, with a recall of 30% when building one space
using the corpus constructed by conjoining the clinical and the medical corpus and
a recall of 47% when combining four different semantic spaces.

In the random sample of 30 query terms, for which the output from the Disjoint
Corpus Ensemble was manually classified, there were a total of 33 synonyms in
the reference standard and ten of these were included among the top ten candi-
dates suggested by the Disjoint Corpus Ensemble. In the manual classification of
the suggested candidates, however, 29 additional terms not occurring in the ref-
erence standard were classified as synonyms. There were also 15 hyponyms, 14
hypernyms, three spelling variants and three antonyms.

7A window size of 4+4 gave the same recall results for the task of finding expansions to abbrevia-
tions.
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Recall, Abbr→Exp Recall, Exp→Abbr
RI Baseline 0.22 0.19
RP Baseline 0.23 0.24
Clinical Ensemble (RI_4+RP_4_sw) 0.31 (RI_4+RP_4_sw) 0.20
+Post-Processing 0.42 0.33

Table 6.4: Recall (top 10) on the clinical evaluation set for the
task of finding expansions to abbreviations and abbreviations to
expanded forms. The best strategy for the Clinical Ensemble is
shown in parentheses.

Recall, Synonyms
Best results, one semantic space
Clinical space 0.29
Medical space 0.18
Conjoint corpus space 0.30
Best results, two semantic spaces
Clinical ensemble (RI_20+RP_4_sw) 0.34
Medical ensemble (RI_20+RP_2_sw) 0.33
Conjoint corpus ensemble (RI_8+RP_8_sw) 0.40
Best results, four semantic spaces
Disjoint corpora ensemble
(RI_20clinical+RP_4_swclinical + RI_20medical+RP_2_swmedical ) 0.47

Table 6.5: Results on the clinical+medical evaluation set, when
using the combination strategies that were most successful on the
development sets. Synonyms were extracted from spaces created
using the clinical and the medical corpora as well as from combi-
nations of spaces from these two corpora.

6.4 Study IV: Automatic recognition of disorders, find-
ings, pharmaceuticals and body structures from
clinical text: An annotation and machine learning
study

Since the vocabulary matching approach in Study I resulted in relatively low re-
sults for the recognition of entities of the category Clinical Finding, the approach
of training a machine learning model on annotated data was studied, and the re-
sults were also compared to previous studies on English clinical text. As manually
annotating text is resource demanding, and the large, manually annotated corpora
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that are available for Clinical English cannot always be obtained for a smaller lan-
guage, the performance of a model trained on a corpus of limited size was studied.
In addition, the effect of separating Clinical Finding into two more granular cate-
gories was more closely investigated than in Study I.

The experiments of this study resulted in an artefact in the form of a machine
learning model, which was used for answering the following three research ques-
tions:

• With what precision and recall can Findings and Disorders, mentioned in
Swedish health record text, be recognised by using conditional random fields
trained on a limited-sized corpus of manually annotated clinical text?

• How is the performance affected when the machine learning methods that
have been successful for English Clinical Findings recognition are applied
on the task of recognising Clinical Findings in Swedish health record text?

• To what extent is it possible to separate the entity category Clinical Finding
into the two more granular entity categories Disorder and Finding?

6.4.1 Design and development of the artefact

The choice of machine learning system was the CRF implementation CRF++
(Kudo, 2012), which has been used in a number of previous studies on detec-
tion of entities in English clinical text. Also feature types that have been used
in previous studies for English were applied, including the output in form of the
vocabulary-matching system developed in Study I. The used vocabularies were,
however, extended by also including FASS, the Swedish extension of MeSH, as
well as a vocabulary list of general Swedish, compiled from the Swedish Parole
Corpus. Also, the used semantic categories were not restricted to those corre-
sponding to the four annotated entity categories. Instead, all semantic classes in
SNOMED CT and MeSH were used as feature values, and tokens matching the
FASS vocabulary were given the feature value Pharmaceutical Drug (ul Muntaha
et al., 2012). Tokens matching the descriptions of ICD-10 codes in chapter 1–17
and 19 (except codes T36–T62.9, which list substances) were assigned the feature
value ICD-10-disorder and tokens matching the descriptions of codes in chapter 18
(listing symptoms and clinical findings) were assigned the value ICD-10-finding.
Tokens not found in any of the medical resources, but in the vocabulary from Pa-
role, were assigned the feature value Parole. As in Study I, a token matching
several semantic categories was assigned a feature value according to the priority
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stated in the annotation guidelines, and the list of SNOMED CT terms belonging
to the semantic category Body Structure was stop word filtered.

Another difference from the system used in Study I, was that a compound
splitting which searched for constituents among the used vocabularies was im-
plemented. Compound splitting was attempted for all words that were not found
in any of the used vocabularies. This was carried out by dividing words into a
maximum of two word constituents, if at least one of the constituents was found
in one of the vocabulary lists and the other constituent was found when applying
fuzzy matching. The fuzzy matching, which used a Levenshtein string distance
of one, was motivated by the fact that Swedish compounds are sometimes con-
structed with an “s” binding the two constituents, and sometimes constructed by
the removal or change of the last vowel in the first constituent. The compound
splitting favoured two equally long constituents over one short and one long con-
stituent. The minimum length of a constituent was set to four letters. If it was
possible to divide a token, the constituents as well as the semantic classes found
by the vocabulary matching for the constituents were used as features. Tokens that
were neither found in a vocabulary, nor were compound words, were given the
vocabulary feature value Unknown.

Granska (Carlberger and Kann, 1999) was also used for obtaining the lemma
form and part-of-speech of a token as features. A simple method for selecting
features was used, adding potentially useful features one by one. The following
features were added, in the following order (Figure 6.4.):

1) The current token.
2) The lemma form of the current token.
3) The lemma form of surrounding tokens.
4) The part-of-speech of the current token and surrounding tokens.
5) The output of the vocabulary-based system for the current token and sur-

rounding tokens.
6) Compound splitting for the current token.
7) Orthographic features, i.e. initial upper case, all upper case or no upper case

for the current token.
The use of an increasingly larger window size, as well as fuzzy vocabulary

matching using a Levenshtein distance of one, was evaluated for features (2)–
(5). Features and window sizes that lead to an improved result were retained,
whereas the others were not used. An improved result was a result for which an
increased macro-averaged F-score over the four entity categories was obtained.
For all experiments, L2-regularisation was used, and 30-fold cross validation on
the Development subset was used for selecting features. To use 30-fold cross is
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more time-consuming than to use standard 10-fold cross validation, but since a
larger proportion of the Development subset is used as training data in each fold,
it more closely resembles the situation that is being optimised for, i.e. that the
entire Development subset is available as training data. As the final step in the
development, the features giving the best results were used for training the final
CRF model on the entire Development subset of the corpus, producing the artefact
of the study.

6.4.2 Evaluation of the artefact

The main evaluation consisted of evaluating the model on the previously unused
Final Evaluation subset. Precision, recall and F-score were measured for the task
of recognising the four annotated entity types. As in Study I, the CoNLL 2000
shared task evaluation script was used (Conll, 2000).

As the features were added incrementally, with each feature improving the re-
sults being retained, figures from this evaluation could not determine how much
each individual feature contributed to the results. To be able to study this, models
were also constructed, in which one feature type at a time had been removed while
retaining all other features. 30-fold cross validation on the Development subset
was used also for the evaluation of these models, which were constructed with the
best features, except the feature type whose contribution was to be evaluated.

An error analysis was carried out on classifications obtained when applying 30-
fold cross-validation with the best features on the Development subset. A manual
analysis was carried out by PH1 for the classes Disorder, Drug and Body Structure,
while only errors due to incorrect span and to confusion between classes were
measured for Finding (due to the large number of instances for this class).

6.4.3 Results

The following features and window sizes gave the best average results in the fea-
ture selection process:

1) Lemma forms for the current token and the previous token.
2) The part-of-speech for the current token, the following token and the two

previous tokens.
3) Vocabulary match for the current token and the previous token.
4) The compound splitting features for the current token.
5) Orthographic features for the current token.
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Token   Lemma  POS    Terminology Compound  Orthographics  Category  

DVT   dvt    noun    disorder   -   -  all upper    B-Disorder

patient   patient  noun    person   -   -  -      O

with    with   preposition  parole   -   -  -      O

chestpain	 chestpain	 noun		 	 	 finding	 	 	 chest		 pain	 -							 	 	 	 	 B-Finding     Current

and   and   conjunction parole   -   -  -      O

problems  problem  noun    finding	 	 	 -	 	 	 -	 	 -      B-Finding

to    to    preposition  finding	 	 	 -	 	 	 -	 	 -      I-Finding

breathe  breathe  verb    finding	 	 	 -	 	 	 -	 	 -      I-Finding

Figure 6.4: Used features in a constructed example. Each row
contains one token and each column feature values corresponding
to that token. Data in boldface is used for predicting the label for
chestpain (shown as a compound as in Swedish).

These features are illustrated with boldface in Figure 6.4. Fuzzy vocabulary
matching, as well as larger window sizes for lemma, part-of-speech and vocabulary
match, gave slightly lower results.

As can be seen in Table 6.6, results were high above the baseline (i.e. the rule-
based vocabulary matching) for all categories, except for Pharmaceutical Drug,
which had the best baseline. Table 6.7 shows the extent to which each individual
feature type contributed to the best average results, by presenting the results when
one feature type at a time was removed, while all other features were retained. The
current lemma was the most important feature for all categories, while vocabulary
matching was the second most important. All other features played a minor role,
except for lemmatisation, which was the second most important feature for the
entity category Finding. All results are presented for a CRF++ hyper-parameter
of 6, for which the best results were achieved when giving the parameter integer
values between 1 and 11 (with the best average F-score of 0.794 at 6 and the lowest
F-score of 0.779 at 1).

The error analysis (Table 6.8) showed that confusions between entity categories
(especially between Disorder and Finding), manual annotation errors, an incorrect
span and borderline cases (i.e. when it was not evident whether the CRF classi-
fier or the human annotator was correct) were occurring error types among false
positives as well as among false negatives. Abbreviations were also a source of
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Table 6.6: The results for the four categories with the CRF model
using 30-fold cross validation on the Development set, compared
to the results obtained by the vocabulary matching baseline.

Entity category and evaluated system Precision Recall F-Score
Disorder: Baseline, i.e. vocabulary match 0.677 0.574 0.621
Disorder: Best average CRF settings 0.853 0.762 0.805
Finding: Baseline, i.e. vocabulary match 0.574 0.312 0.404
Finding: Best average CRF settings 0.737 0.636 0.683
Pharmaceutical Drug: Baseline, i.e. vocabulary match 0.918 0.702 0.795
Pharmaceutical Drug: Best average CRF settings 0.900 0.832 0.865
Body Structure: Baseline, i.e. vocabulary match 0.618 0.739 0.673
Body Structure: Best average CRF settings 0.836 0.808 0.822

Table 6.7: The average results for all four categories, compared to
the average results for vocabulary match (macro average over the
four classes Disorder, Finding, Pharmaceutical Drug and Body
Structure). Results when removing one feature type at a time,
while retaining all other features, are also shown, as well as the
results when using the inflected tokens instead of the lemmas.

Evaluated configuration Precision Recall F-Score
Baseline: Vocabulary match 0.700 0.582 0.623
Best average CRF settings 0.832 0.759 0.794

Without lemmatisation 0.823 0.741 0.780
Best settings - current lemma 0.758 0.633 0.688
Best settings - previous lemma 0.826 0.758 0.790
Best settings - part-of-speech tagging 0.830 0.751 0.788
Best settings - vocabulary match 0.848 0.688 0.759
Best settings - compound splitting 0.837 0.742 0.786
Best settings - orthographics 0.832 0.755 0.791

both false positives and negatives, as were compound words. A compound word
that was incorrectly classified as belonging to an entity category had either, as one
of its constituents, a word belonging to that category (e.g. lyme-disease-test8 and
liver-values9), or had, as one of its constituents, a word that frequently occurred
in compound words of this category (e.g. COPD-treatment10, which was misclas-
sified as a Drug because of the constituent treatment). Compound words were
also frequent among false negatives, both compounds of full-length words and

8In Swedish: borreliaprov.
9In Swedish: levervärden.

10In Swedish: KOL-behandling.
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Table 6.8: Results from error analysis. A relevant stem means
a stem that belongs to the category or that is frequent in words
belonging to that category. Location is a physical location, such
as the abbreviated word infection for department of infection. nm
stands for not measured.

Classified by the model as:
False positives, error types Disorder Finding Drug Body Structure
Annotated as disorder - 23 % 5 % 14 %
Annotated as finding 48 % - 7 % 15 %
Annotated as drug 1 % 3 % - 1 %
Annotated as body structure 1 % 1 % 0 % -
Manual annotation error 8 % nm 49 % 56 %
Span error 12 % 13 % 0 % 1 %
Borderline case (model and/or annotator is correct) 2 % nm 3 % 3 %
Incorrect: Abbreviation 4 % nm 11 % 0 %
Incorrect: Compound word with one relevant stem 11 % nm 8 % 7 %
Incorrect: Location 5 % nm 0 % 0 %
Incorrect: No other reason 9 % nm 17 % 1 %
Total number of false positives
(classification instances) 138 389 75 71

Annotated as:
False negatives, error types Disorder Finding Drug Body Structure
Incorrectly classified as disorder - 9 % 4 % 2 %
Incorrectly classified as finding 31 % - 8 % 9 %
Incorrectly classified as drug 1 % 1 % - 0 %
Incorrectly classified as body structure 3 % 1 % 1 % -
Manual annotation error 4 % nm 0 % 2 %
Span error 10 % 18 % 5 % 5 %
Borderline case (model and/or annotator is correct) 3 % nm 3 % 0 %
Incorrect: Abbreviation 5 % nm 7 % 2 %
Incorrect: Compound word 7 % nm 35 % 27 %
Incorrect: Compound word with an abbreviation 7 % nm 8 % 0 %
Incorrect: Lemmatisation failed 6 % nm 2 % 6 %
Incorrect: Misspelling or spelling variant 5 % nm 2 % 2 %
Incorrect: Jargon (a non-standard term version) 8 % nm 3 % 1 %
Incorrect: No other reason 9 % nm 22 % 43 %
Total number of false negatives
(annotation instances) 292 808 155 93
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Table 6.9: The final results of the NER model. The model
was trained on the Development subset, using the best features,
and thereafter evaluated on the Final Evaluation subset. Find-
ing+Disorder shows the result for the two categories Finding and
Disorder merged into one category. A 95% confidence interval is
calculated (Campbell et al., 2007, pp. 91–92, 94–96).

Precision Recall F-score
Disorder 0.80 (± 0.03) 0.82 (± 0.03) 0.81
Finding 0.72 (± 0.03) 0.65 (± 0.03) 0.69
Drug 0.95 (± 0.02) 0.83 (± 0.03) 0.88
Body Structure 0.88 (± 0.04) 0.82 (± 0.05) 0.85
Disorder+Finding 0.80 (± 0.02) 0.76 (± 0.02) 0.78

compounds with an abbreviation as one of its constituents. Other false negatives
were inflected words, which the lemmatiser had failed to lemmatise, misspellings
or spelling variants and entities expressed with jargon or non-standard language.
Among the false negatives for the category Drug grouped into Incorrect: No other
reason were expressions for groups of medicines, for instance Cortisone.

Training a model on the entire Development subset using the best settings, and
evaluating it on the held-out Final Evaluation subset resulted in the figures shown
in Table 6.9. All categories were recognised with an F-score that is in line with the
average inter-annotator agreement scores, and the final results were also very close
to those achieved on the Development subset during feature selection, showing that
results obtained during development generalise well on unseen data.
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Negation and uncertainty
detection

This chapter describes the two studies that address the task of determining which
of the extracted clinical findings are negated or expressed with uncertainty. In
each study, an artefact is first designed and developed and thereafter evaluated.

7.1 Study V: Negation detection in Swedish clinical
text: An adaption of NegEx to Swedish

As previously described, there are a number of different approaches for negation
detection in clinical text. Despite its simple approach, the English rule-based nega-
tion detection system NegEx has shown relatively good results compared to ap-
proaches built on large corpora of annotated text. Therefore, when implementing
clinical negation detection for similar languages, an adaption of this system is a
natural first step, as evaluation data is the only annotated text required. Experi-
ments were, therefore, carried out to answer the following research questions:

• With what precision and recall can an English hand-crafted rule-based sys-
tem detect negation when adapted to Swedish clinical text?

• What is the coverage of a Swedish vocabulary of cue terms for negation
obtained from translating English negation cues?
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7.1.1 Design and development of the artefact

The English NegEx system (Chapman et al., 2001) uses regular expressions and
three lists of cue phrases: 1) the pre-negation list consists of cue phrases that can
negate a following clinical finding, for example no signs of ; 2) the post-negation
list consists of cue phrases that can negate a preceding clinical finding, for example
unlikely; and 3) the pseudo-negation list consists of phrases that contain negation
cues, but which should not trigger a negation, for example not only. The clinical
finding is classified as negated if it occurs in the same sentence as a pre- or post-
negation cue and is positioned in the range of one to six words after/before the
cue.

The adaption to Swedish was carried out by translating English negation cues,
through the use of Google translate and a dictionary, and by generating inflections
for the translations using the Granska inflector. A total of 148 cue expressions
from NegEx version 2 (NegEx, 2009) were translated. To make the adaption more
comparable to the previously evaluated English version, which only contained a
limited number of cues, only the 42 translated cue expressions that were most
frequent in a subset of the Stockholm EPR Corpus were included in the Swedish
version of NegEx. This was six more cues than included in the English version, to
compensate for the fact that Swedish is more inflective.

7.1.2 Evaluation of the artefact

The adapted system was evaluated using the Stockholm EPR Negated Findings
Corpus as the reference standard, using the two categories Negated and Not
Negated (where Not Negated was a combination of the two annotated categories
Affirmed and Uncertain). This corpus was also used for evaluating the complete-
ness of the 42 used negation cues, together with a comparison to manually anno-
tated negation cues in the Stockholm EPR Uncertainty Corpus.

7.1.3 Results

The recall for the Swedish adaption of NegEx was very close to the recall for the
English system, while the precision was lower (Table 7.1). The lower precision
can partly be attributed to the fact that two of the translated negation cues, icke1

and utan2, were not entirely suitable as negation cues for Swedish, since utan is
also a conjunction meaning but, and icke mostly occurs in disease names such

1non-, not in English.
2without in English.
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as icke allergisk astma.3 When removing the cue icke and including rules for
disambiguating the cue utan, the precision was increased to 0.779.

That negation is expressed in Swedish, as in English, with a limited set of cue
phrases was indicated by the fact that 76% of the negated clinical findings, that
were correctly identified, were negated by the four most frequently occurring cue
phrases. In the used reference standard, there were no frequent negation cues, apart
from cues included in the cue phrase list. The only re-occurring cues that were not
included in any of the three lists were two other forms of the phrase rule out than
the form included in the cue list. Nor did the list of manually annotated cues de-
rived from the Stockholm EPR Uncertainty Corpus contain any frequent negation
cues that were not obtained through the translation of English cues. However, two
less common re-occurring manually annotated cues, both meaning nothing, were
not included. There were, however, also two useful negation cues, förnekar4 and
avsaknad av5, that were obtained through the translation of English cues, but not
through the manual annotation of Swedish clinical text.

A performed error analysis showed that to automatically distinguish uncertainty
from negation was the most difficult aspect in the detection of negation. This is
supported by the fact that 20% of the sentences that were incorrectly classified by
NegEx as negated were rated as uncertain by the annotator and, thereby, grouped
as not negated. These sentences all contained phrases expressing uncertainty, such
as no evident, not certain or no real noticeable.

Sentences with negation cues English Swedish (95% CI)
Recall 0.824 0.819 (0.773 - 0.864)
Specificity 0.825 0.747 (0.696 - 0.797)
Precision 0.845 0.752 (0.702 - 0.801)
Negative predictive value 0.802 0.814 (0.767 - 0.861)

Sentences without negation cues English Swedish (95% CI)
Negative predictive value 0.970 0.965 (0.945 - 0.986)

Table 7.1: Results for the Swedish adaption of NegEx. Results
for English from Chapman et al. (2001).

3non-allergic asthma in English.
4denies in English
5absence of in English
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7.2 Study VI: Cue-based assertion classification for
Swedish clinical text – developing a lexicon for Py-
ContextSwe

As the error analysis of Study V showed that distinguishing uncertainty from nega-
tion was the most difficult aspect of the rule-based negation detection, the next step
was to also explore rule-based uncertainty detection. There is an English extension
of NegEx, called pyContextNLP (Chapman et al., 2011), in which uncertainty is
also included. In Study VI, this system was adapted to Swedish and evaluated;
thereby, experiments were carried out to answer the following research questions:

• With what precision and recall can an English hand-crafted rule-based sys-
tem detect negation and uncertainty when adapted to Swedish clinical text?

• What is the coverage of a Swedish vocabulary of cue terms for uncertainty
obtained from translating English uncertainty cues?

7.2.1 Design and development of the artefact

The general approach of pyContextNLP is very similar to that of NegEx, but in-
stead of using the distance to the cue for determining its scope, a list of cue ter-
mination phrases are used. The scope of a pre-cue is, then, the entire part of the
sentence following the cue, and the scope of a post-cue is the entire part preceding
the cue, unless there is a termination phrase ending its scope.

The Swedish adaption of the system aimed at classifying clinical findings into
four different factuality categories: Definite Existence, Probable Existence, Prob-
able Negated Existence and Definite Negated Existence. Swedish cues for these
categories were obtained from seven different sources:

1) Translated cues from the English version of pyConTextNLP.
2) Translated cues from the clinical part of the English BioScope Corpus.
3) Manually annotated cues from the Stockholm EPR Sentence Uncertainty Cor-

pus.
4) Cues derived from Swedish SNOMED CT terms expressing negation and

uncertainty.
5) Inflections generated with the Granska inflector from cues obtained through

sources 1–4.
6) Automatically generated cue combinations from cues obtained through

sources 1–5.
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7) Cues obtained from error analysis on annotated data.
To limit the lexicon to useful cues, cues not included in an extracted subset of

the Stockholm EPR Corpus (consisting of 48 512 sentences containing an auto-
matically matched clinical finding) were excluded from the lexicon. With the help
of the same extracted corpus subset, the remaining cues were used for generating
cue combinations. This was carried out by first turning all cues into one-word
tokens by splitting multi-token cues into separate tokens, and then generating all
possible permutations of all tokens (allowing for a maximum sequence of five to-
kens). The generated cue combinations that occurred at least seven times in the
extracted corpus subset were added to the cue lexicon.

Collected cues were manually classified for assertion level and directionality
by two persons, and a third person resolved disagreements. A cue could also be
classified as a pseudo negation or a termination phrase.

7.2.2 Evaluation of the artefact

Two subsets of the Stockholm EPR Diagnosis Uncertainty Corpus were created to
use as a Development set and an Evaluation set. In both of these two subsets, the
six originally annotated assertion classes were mapped to the four classes targeted
in this study (Table 7.2).

First, the performance of the system only using cues translated from pyCon-
textNLP (source 1) was measured on the Development set. Thereafter, the De-
velopment set was used for measuring the performance of the system when cues
from other external resources and from the inflection generation were also added
(sources 1–5). Cues from the generation of combinations were then added to the
cue lexicon, and, as a result of an error analysis on the output given when run-
ning the system on the Development set, more cues were added, and existing cues
were modified. This final cue lexicon (sources 1–7) was then evaluated on the
previously unused Evaluation set.

7.2.3 Results

The results show that when including uncertainty, it is not enough to translate
cues from the English PyContextNLP system to obtain a high-coverage cue lex-
icon. Cues from other external resources, as well as from generated inflections
and combinations, improve the result, as does correcting and adding to the cue set
through an error analysis of results from annotated data (Table 7.3).

An error analysis showed that missing cues and borderline cues, in particular
for the distinction between Definite Negated Existence and Probable Negated Ex-
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Gold Devel Eval Mapped Devel Eval
certainly positive 1291 780 definite existence 1291 780
probably positive 442 261 probable existence 767 468
possibly positive 261 170
possibly negative 64 37
probably negative 240 130 probable negated existence 240 130
certainly negative 276 147 definite negated existence 276 147
total 2574 1525 2574 1525

Table 7.2: Number of classified clinical findings in the used data
sets (original annotation classes and mapped output values).

istence, were the two most common causes of misclassifications. It was the dis-
tinction between the two classes Definite Negated and Probable Negated that was
most problematic for the adapted system, and results for these two classes are much
lower than for the combined class Uncertainty_no (as can be seen when compar-
ing Tables 7.3 and 7.4). Additional error sources were incorrect scope detections,
annotation mistakes and misspelled cues.

Experiments were also conducted when only the most frequently occurring cues
of each category were used, showing that results for the negated classes started
to stabilise already when using the ten most frequent cues, and only changed
marginally after adding more than the 30 most frequent. For Probable Existence on
the other hand, results continued to improve when more cues were added, which
can probably only be partly explained by the fact that there were more sentences
in the data belonging to the category Probable Existence.
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Class Cue set Cues Precision (95% CI) Recall (95% CI) F-score
def_existence baseline (on Devel) 5 (None) 67.83 ±1.8 90.01 ±1.16 77.36

extended (on Devel) 30 (12) 84.83 ±1.39 84.9 ±1.38 84.86
final (on Devel) 33 (15) 91.5 ±1.08 90.09 ±1.15 90.79

final (on Eval) 33 (14) 88.8 ±1.58 87.44 ±1.66 88.11
prob_existence baseline (on Devel) 87 (24) 62.15 ±1.87 25.68 ±1.69 36.34

extended (on Devel) 224 (92) 71.68 ±1.74 69.62 ±1.78 70.63
final (on Devel) 351 (162) 82.0 ±1.48 81.36 ±1.5 81.68

final (on Eval) 351 (106) 81.6 ±1.94 80.56 ±1.99 81.08
prob_negated baseline (on Devel) 91 (10) 39.29 ±1.89 9.17 ±1.11 14.87

extended (on Devel) 57 (18) 56.12 ±1.92 22.92 ±1.62 32.55
final (on Devel) 140 (62) 55.81 ±1.92 60.0 ±1.89 57.83

final (on Eval) 140 (27) 54.48 ±2.5 56.15 ±2.49 55.3
def_negated baseline (on Devel) 98 (20) 48.98 ±1.93 86.59 ±1.32 62.57

extended (on Devel) 59 (24) 53.08 ±1.93 84.42 ±1.4 65.18
final (on Devel) 100 (45) 70.07 ±1.77 72.1 ±1.73 71.07

final (on Eval) 100 (31) 60.25 ±2.46 65.99 ±2.38 62.99

Table 7.3: baseline = corrected, translated cues from PyCon-
TextNLP, extended = added, modified cues from external re-
sources. final = added, modified cues from error analysis and
generated combinations. Cues = cues in lexicon (number of cues
present in the data). 95% CI = 95% Confidence Intervals.

Class Cue set Precision (95% CI) Recall (95% CI) F-score
existence_yes extended (on Devel) 96.12 ±0.75 95.14 ±0.83 95.63

final (on Eval) 97.72 ±0.75 96.31 ±0.95 97.01
existence_no extended (on Devel) 81.38 ±1.5 84.69 ±1.39 83.0

final (on Eval) 84.41 ±1.82 89.89 ±1.51 87.06
uncertainty_yes extended (on Devel) 76.75 ±1.63 64.25 ±1.85 69.95

final (on Eval) 78.52 ±2.06 78.26 ±2.07 78.39
uncertainty_no extended (on Devel) 79.2 ±1.57 87.49 ±1.28 83.14

final (on Eval) 86.01 ±1.74 86.19 ±1.73 86.1

Table 7.4: Results when using two binary classes: existence
yes/no and uncertainty yes/no. extended = added, modified cues
from external resources. final = added, modified cues from error
analysis. 95% CI = 95% Confidence Intervals.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and conclusions

This chapter discusses the results in relation to the posed research questions and
the overall aims, as well as the main contributions of the thesis.

8.1 Recognising mentioned clinical findings

For the task of recognising mentioned entities belonging to the category Clinical
Findings, the application of techniques previously used for English clinical find-
ings extraction was studied. Also, the usefulness of medical vocabulary resources
for this task was studied, as well as the possibilities for expanding these resources.
Another topic included in the task of extracting mentioned clinical findings was to
study the two more granular entity categories Disorder and Finding.

8.1.1 Study I

The first study investigated the precision and recall with which Findings and Dis-
orders, mentioned in Swedish clinical text, can be recognised by using mapping to
existing Swedish vocabularies.

A number of pre-processing strategies were applied for automatically mapping
the content of Swedish assessment field text to existing Swedish medical vocabu-
laries. This resulted in the entities of the category Disorder being recognised with
a precision of 75% and a recall of 55% and entities of the category Finding be-
ing recognised with a precision of 57% and a recall of 30%. It can, therefore, be
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concluded that mapping to existing vocabularies lead to relatively low recognition
results, in particular for the entity category Finding and especially for recall.

Savova et al. (2010) achieved higher precision as well as higher recall (Figure
8.1), when recognising the entity category Disorder using mapping to English vo-
cabularies. This is an expected difference, since English vocabulary resources are
more extensive than medical vocabulary resources available for Swedish. There
is, however, also a previous Swedish vocabulary mapping study (Kokkinakis and
Thurin, 2007), which not only outperforms Savova et al. (2010) for recognising
entities of the category Disorder, but also outperforms machine learning models,
trained on English corpora, for recognising entities of the category Pharmaceutical
Drug. This previous Swedish study was, however, purely conducted on discharge
summaries, in which a more formal language is used, and in which terms that con-
form to the terms present in Swedish vocabulary resources might have been used to
a larger extent. The lower results achieved in Study I, compared to in the previous
Swedish study, might, therefore, be due to that recognising entities in assessment
fields is a more challenging task than recognising entities in discharge summaries.

The achieved results clearly show that existing Swedish medical vocabular-
ies are not sufficient for recognising clinical findings in assessment fields, even
when applying pre-processing rules. This conclusion has the implications that a)
Swedish medical vocabularies need to be expanded to enable vocabulary based
named entity recognition with high recall, as well as to enable mapping to vocab-
ulary concepts, and that b) mapping to existing vocabularies does not automati-
cally result in a high precision named entity recognition, and, therefore, additional
methods for recognising clinical findings in Swedish health record text need to be
explored, even if larger vocabulary resources would be available.

8.1.2 Study II

Here, the first implication of Study I was addressed by the investigation of semi-
automatic expansion of vocabularies with terms belonging to certain semantic cat-
egories. A set of known terms belonging to the categories Clinical Finding and
Pharmaceutical Drug was used as reference standard, and with what recall it was
possible to retrieve these terms, among a limited set of candidate terms, was in-
vestigated. The candidate terms were retrieved by using similarity to a set of seed
terms in a Random indexing space built on a medical corpus.

It could be concluded that more than half (recall 53%) of the 90 expected terms
for the category Clinical Finding were found among the top 1 000 best candi-
date terms, retrieved by using similarity to the seed terms in the Random indexing
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space. When using the same method for retrieving terms of the entity category
Pharmaceutical Drug, the recall for retrieving the 90 expected terms was 88%.

Comparing the exact achieved recall figures to other studies is difficult, as the
achieved results, to a large extent, are dependent on what reference standards, seed
terms and corpora are used. This is clearly illustrated by the two categories com-
pared here. The relatively high recall results achieved for the category Pharmaceu-
tical Drug can probably be explained by the fact that the used reference standard is
more complete for this category and that the relevant terms in the candidate list for
Pharmaceutical Drug, therefore, more often are included in the reference standard.
For the category Clinical Finding, on the other hand, there are more relevant terms
not included in the used reference standard, and, thus, more terms among the re-
trieved candidates that belong to the semantic category Clinical Finding without
contributing positively to the recall. This was shown by the manual inspection of
the candidate terms for Clinical Finding, as there were many terms among the sug-
gested ones that belonged to the correct semantic category, without being among
the expected ones used for measuring recall (resulting in a precision of 80% for
the top 50 and 68% for the top 100, for Clinical Finding, but in lower figures for
Pharmaceutical Drug). Precision after manual inspection could be a better evalua-
tion metric when comparing different studies, as it is not dependent on the quality
of the used reference standard, but the drawback is, instead, a potential bias intro-
duced by the manual inspection (and used corpus and seed terms still affect the
results).

The study by Neelakantan and Collins (2014) had an objective similar to Study
II, i.e. to expand a vocabulary of terms belonging to certain semantic categories
relevant for medical information extraction (including the category Disease). The
retrieved candidate terms were evaluated through their usefulness for named entity
recognition in biomedical text, by using them as the vocabulary in a system similar
to the one used in the first study of this thesis. Neelakantan and Collins obtained
a precision of 38% and a recall of 45% for recognising the entity category Dis-
ease, but the fact that they used a more application oriented evaluation method,
instead of evaluating their approach against existing vocabularies, introduces yet
another obstacle for comparing their results to those achieved here. Their obtained
results are, however, useful for showing that fully automatic generation of vocabu-
laries for recognition of medical named entities is a difficult task, and that current
approaches result in low precision as well as low recall.

As mentioned in the background, the approach by Neelakantan and Collins
(2014) is not optimal for clinical corpora, as it requires that the semantic cate-
gory of a term is explicitly mentioned in conjunction with the term. Therefore,
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more generally applicable methods, such as the Random indexing method applied
here, need to be explored.

The manual evaluation of the used Random indexing approach was carried out
for the top 500 candidate terms. Among the top 500 candidates for Clinical Find-
ing, almost 200 relevant terms were found, which is a higher frequency of unique
relevant terms denoting Clinical Findings than what was found when annotating
the clinical text for the studies of this thesis. Therefore, at least for these top 500
candidates, the study showed that for the task of finding new terms for inclusion
in medical vocabularies, the used Random indexing approach is more efficient
when it comes to manual resources than is manual corpora annotation. The study
does not, however, aim to show that this application of Random indexing is more
suitable for the task than any other method based on distributional semantics. In-
stead, the results show at least with what recall distributional semantics can be
used for retrieving terms of semantic categories relevant for clinical information
extraction. Using other types of distributional semantics methods, other configu-
rations of Random indexing or other types of processing of the Random indexing
space, e.g. clustering the context vectors, are all examples of methods, which have
potential for further improving the results.

8.1.3 Study III

The next step was to explore the possibility of using distributional semantics (in the
form of Random indexing) for the task of semi-automatically extracting synonyms
and abbreviations. That is, instead of finding hyponyms to a certain hypernym, as
in Study II, different instantiations of the same semantic concept were searched
for. In addition to using a medical journal corpus, as in Study II, the methods
were also applied on a clinical corpus, and different configurations of the Random
indexing space were evaluated. Similar to Study II, existing vocabulary resources
were used as reference standards; here in the form of MeSH synonym pairs and
known abbreviation-expansion pairs. Using these existing vocabulary resources,
it was investigated with what recall known synonyms and abbreviations could be
found in a limited set of candidate terms. These candidate terms were retrieved
by using combined term similarity from Random indexing spaces built on clinical
and medical corpora.

A list of 10 candidate terms was obtained for each query word by retrieving
the 10 most similar words when combining different semantic spaces. When four
models were combined (two types of models, built on two types of corpora: a
clinical corpus and a medical corpus), 47% of the expected synonyms were found.
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For abbreviations, using a combination of two models constructed from the clin-
ical corpus, 42% of expected expansions were found when querying the models
with abbreviations, and 33% of the expected abbreviations were found when using
expansions as query terms.

Similar to Study II, it is difficult to compare the recall figures achieved here to
those of previous studies, as results are dependent on used materials and evalua-
tion strategies. For instance, the figures obtained by McCrae and Collier (2008)
for medical synonym extraction (a precision of 73% and a recall of 30%) cannot
be directly compared to the figures obtained in Study III, since they measure the
results for classifying whether a pair of two terms are synonyms or not, as opposed
to the approach used here of measuring recall by evaluating the ability to retrieve a
known synonym among 10 candidate terms. The results achieved by McCrae and
Collier (2008) can only function as an illustration of the difficulty of extracting
synonyms and show that the approach used here of presenting a limited number of
candidate terms might be necessary to increase recall.

As previously discussed, the strategy applied by McCrae and Collier (2008) is
not suitable for clinical corpora, since it relies on text patterns that explain terms
to the reader, text patterns that are rarely present in clinical text. Extracting syn-
onyms from clinical text, to an even larger extent than extracting words of a certain
semantic category, instead requires methods based on distributional semantics, e.g.
the Random indexing word space model explored here or other word space rep-
resentations (Pyysalo et al., 2013). Text pattern based methods, e.g. of the form
Long-Form (Short-Form) (Chang et al., 2002; Schwartz and Hearst, 2003; Ao and
Takagi, 2005; Dannélls, 2006; Movshovitz-Attias and Cohen, 2012), are also un-
suitable for automatic construction of abbreviation and acronym dictionaries from
clinical text, since abbreviations are not explicitly defined. The results of Study
III show that distributional semantics methods, instead, offer a possibility for au-
tomatically constructing abbreviation and acronym dictionaries from clinical text.
Extracting dictionaries for abbreviations and acronyms not defined in the text is,
however, a much more difficult task. The results achieved here can, therefore, not
be directly compared to, e.g. a precision of 95% and a recall of 97%, which was
achieved by Dannélls (2006) for pattern based extraction of abbreviations defined
in Swedish medical journal text.

Whether other distributional semantics methods (Brown et al., 1992; Pyysalo et
al., 2013) are equally or more suitable for the vocabulary expansion task was not
evaluated. Different Random indexing configurations were, however, evaluated,
and it was shown that results for synonym extraction could be improved by tun-
ing the output of the word space models, e.g. by applying different combination
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strategies of models and corpora, and that the results for extracting abbreviation
dictionaries could be improved by applying post-processing based on the proper-
ties of abbreviations and their expansions.

8.1.4 Study IV

Study IV addressed the second implication of the results of Study I, i.e. that other
methods than vocabulary matching need to be explored for recognising clinical
findings in Swedish health record text. In the study, a limited-sized corpus of
manually annotated clinical text was used for training a conditional random fields
model. Using this model, it was investigated with what precision and recall find-
ings and disorders that are mentioned in Swedish health record text can be auto-
matically recognised.

The model was trained on clinical text, in which 1 317 entities of the category
Disorder and 2 540 entities of the category Finding had been manually annotated.
When evaluating this model, it could be concluded that it recognised the entity cat-
egory Disorder with a precision of 80% and a recall of 82% and the entity category
Finding with a precision of 72% and a recall of 65%. For the combined category
Clinical Finding, a precision of 80% and a recall of 76% were obtained. The de-
velopment results were also compared to results from the vocabulary matching
approach. This showed that training a conditional random fields model was more
successful, with a difference in F-score of 18 percentage points for Disorder and
28 percentage points for Finding.

The obtained inter-annotator agreement scores cannot be used as an absolute
upper ceiling for the performance of the named entity recognition model, since the
model mimics the behaviour of one single annotator, which might be easier than
agreeing on how to annotate given the annotation guidelines. Another reason for
not treating the agreement scores as an absolute upper ceiling is that the agree-
ment could probably have been improved with more extensive annotator training,
more detailed guidelines and if more time had been spent by the annotators on
reviewing and improving their own annotations. It can, however, be noted that
the results achieved for the named entity recognition models are slightly better
than the average inter-annotator agreement figures. The named entity recogni-
tion F-score for the category Disorder was two percentage points higher than the
average inter-annotator agreement for this category, and the named entity recogni-
tion F-score for Finding was three percentage points higher than the average inter-
annotator agreement for Finding. Despite the caveats given for the inter-annotator
agreement figures, this shows that a conditional random fields model trained on a
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limited-sized corpus can achieve results that are at least comparable to the results
of human annotators.

Comparison to English studies
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Figure 8.1: Comparison to other named entity recognition studies

Features similar to those used for entity recognition in English clinical text were
used when training the machine learning model on Swedish text, with the addition
of compound splitting features. The results for the model trained on Swedish
were then compared to the results of previous named entity recognition studies
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(Figure 8.1). The F-score for the Swedish model for recognising the category
Clinical Finding was, for instance, around seven percentage points lower than the
results achieved on English clinical text by Jiang et al. (2011). The difference can,
however, for the most part, probably be explained by a) the fact that this previous
English study was performed on a considerably larger set of annotated entities; b)
the fact that the English corpus consisted to a large extent of discharge summaries,
which (as already discussed) are the opposite in terms of style to the assessment
fields used here and c) the fact that a wider definition of the category Clinical
Finding was used here, as non-pathological findings were also included.

The two English named entity recognition studies that are most similar to the
experiments performed in this thesis, in terms of the number of available annotated
entities and in terms of clinical text types, are probably those conducted by Wang
and Patrick (2009) and by Roberts et al. (2008). Wang and Patrick used intensive
care service progress notes and a somewhat larger set of annotated entities and
also achieved better results than presented here, while Roberts et al. used a num-
ber of different clinical text types and a smaller set of annotated data and achieved
lower results. That lower results were achieved in Study IV than in the study by
Wang and Patrick could indicate that there are additional difficulties associated
with named entity recognition in Swedish clinical text. This is also indicated by
the error analysis, which showed that some of the identified errors belong to error
types that are less likely to occur in English clinical text. These error types were
false negatives caused by entities being expressed with jargon, spelling variants
and abbreviations, which might have been avoided with the more extensive vocab-
ulary resources available for English. Another frequent cause for false negatives,
more likely to occur for Swedish, was errors caused by the lemmatiser failing to
lemmatise inflected words. Compound words were also problematic, as they were
frequent among false positives as well as among false negatives, which included
compounds with an abbreviation as one of its constituents.

For achieving results in line with previous studies on English texts, Swedish
lemmatisation and compound splitting might need to be adapted to clinical text.
Existing Swedish medical vocabulary resources were useful, since the F-score was
improved by 3.5 percentage points when they were used as features. Even more
extensive vocabulary resources might, however, also be required. Such resources
could, for instance, be constructed with the vocabulary expansion techniques ex-
plored in the studies of thesis.
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Dividing the entity category Clinical Finding into Disorder and Finding

The more general entity category Clinical Finding was separated into the two more
granular categories Disorder and Finding, for annotation as well as for named
entity recognition.

It could be concluded from the named entity recognition results that it was more
difficult to differentiate between the two entity categories Disorder and Finding
than between those two categories and the two other investigated entity categories,
Body Structure and Pharmaceutical Drug. The error analysis of the named entity
recognition model showed that, in many of the cases for which the model failed
to detect a Disorder, the model had instead classified the entity as a Finding (31%
of the false negatives for Disorder) and vice versa (9% of the false negatives for
Finding).

The inter-annotator agreement scores also showed that the division into Disorder
and Finding was difficult. The agreement for the category Finding was low for both
pairs of annotators, 0.58 for PH1–PH2 and 0.73 for PH1–CL, while the agreement
for Disorder was higher with an F-score of 0.77 for PH1–PH2 and 0.80 for PH1–
CL. Merging the two classes Disorder and Finding, resulted in higher agreement
between the two physicians (F-score 0.72) than for a weighted average of the two
classes (F-score 0.65). For the physician and the computational linguist, the result
of merging the classes had an even larger effect, with an F-score of 0.84. These
figures show that disagreements between annotators were often regarding which of
these two categories to use. However, in the Development subset, annotated by the
main annotator, only 3% of the unique entity types among annotated disorders and
findings were annotated as belonging to the category Disorder in some contexts
and as belonging to the category Finding in other contexts. This supports the
meaningfulness of this more granular division.

Separating into Disorder and Finding also provides an opportunity to compare
the two categories in terms of the difficulty of annotating and automatically recog-
nising them. Inter-annotator agreement results, as well as named entity recognition
results, were considerably lower for Finding than for Disorder. One reason for this
difference is probably that the category Disorder is better represented in used vo-
cabularies. This is indicated by the results for the vocabulary based named entity
recognition. In addition, when removing the vocabulary matching feature for Dis-
order, the results decreased by five percentage points, while the same decrease for
Finding was 1.5 percentage points. This could perhaps partly be due to that en-
tities of the category Finding, to a larger extent than for Disorder entities, might
be expressed with the non-professional language used by patients and, therefore,
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be less likely to be included in medical vocabulary resources. It might also be the
case that findings are denoted with more complex expressions than Disorders, for
instance more multi-word expressions, which also makes them more difficult to
learn.

There is not much previous work on the more granular division of Clinical Find-
ings that was explored here. Chapman and Dowling (2006), Roberts et al. (2009),
Wang (2009) and Uzuner et al. (2011) all describe annotation studies of clinical
text, in which a more general category corresponding to Clinical Finding was used,
while Ogren et al. (2008) and Kokkinakis and Thurin (2007) only use a category
corresponding to Disorder. The only other widely known corpus in which the two
more granular categories Disorder and Finding are both annotated is the MiPACQ
corpus (Albright et al., 2013). Albright et al. (2013), who do not investigate how
the inter-annotator agreement results are affected by this more granular division,
motivate their choice of these more granular categories by their usefulness for phe-
notype extraction and clinical question answering.

A division into the categories Disorder and Finding could, for instance, also be
relevant when mining for Disorder-Finding co-occurrences (Cao et al., 2005) or
when presenting a patient overview in a clinical setting. Which of these possi-
ble applications are targeted is likely to have an effect on whether the achieved
recognition results for the two separate categories are high enough to make this di-
vision meaningful. An automatically generated high-level patient summary might,
for instance, place high demands on recall of the category Disorder. This means
that recognised entities classified as belonging to the category Finding (or enti-
ties for which the model is uncertain whether to classify as Findings or Disorders)
also ought to be included in the summary, thereby boosting recall for included
Disorders. The results achieved are, however, likely to be high enough for it to
be meaningful to make a distinction between these categories when mining for
new medical knowledge, e.g. since known co-morbidities have been successfully
extracted from structured data that contains inaccuracies (Socialstyrelsen, 2006;
Tanushi et al., 2011). Having access to a named entity recognition system that
distinguishes between disorders and findings makes it possible to separately mine
for co-morbidity relations and disorder-finding relations. Such a system would,
however, also greatly benefit from concept mapping, to be able to link synonyms
and abbreviations to the same concept. This could, for instance, be achieved by
using vocabulary constructed from the methods for semi-automatic synonym and
abbreviation extraction that have been explored in this thesis.
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8.2 Negation and uncertainty detection

For the negation and uncertainty detection task, it was explored how English tech-
niques for this task perform when applied to a related language, as well as how
vocabularies for this task can be created.

8.2.1 Study V

First, how an English hand-crafted rule-based negation detection system performs
when adapted to Swedish text was studied. This was carried out by translating
cues from the English system into Swedish, and using the 42 translated cues that
were most frequent in Swedish clinical text.

Evaluating this translation on Swedish clinical text resulted in a recall (82%)
for recognising negated clinical findings that was very close to the recall for the
original English system (Chapman et al., 2001), while the precision was lower
(75%, which is around nine percentage points lower than what was achieved for
the English version). The lower precision can be partly attributed to two of the
translated cues, but also without the problems caused by these cues, the precision
was lower (78%).

Similar to the results for the above described entity recognition, the lower results
achieved for Swedish could, perhaps, be partly explained by the English version
being evaluated on discharge summaries, while the Swedish version was evaluated
on assessment fields, which contain more reasoning and, therefore, more instances
of uncertain expressions. The Swedish classifier, therefore, had to face the problem
of distinguishing between negated and uncertain clinical findings more often than
the English classifier.

The coverage of the Swedish vocabulary of cue terms for negation that was ob-
tained from the translation of English negation cues was also evaluated. 76% of the
negated clinical findings, which were correctly identified by the adapted English
system, were negated by the four most frequently occurring cue phrases. This in-
dicates that negation is expressed in Swedish, as in English, with a limited set of
cue phrases. It could, therefore, be concluded that a translated list of English nega-
tion cues covers a large part of the expressions used for negating Swedish clinical
findings. This would, however, probably also be true for a list created through
linguistic introspection performed by a speaker of Swedish. Other useful nega-
tion cues, apart from the four most frequent ones, were, however, also obtained by
translating English cues. In addition, no moderately frequent negation cues were
found in the manually annotated resources that were not in the list of translated
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ones, showing that translating English cues from an English negation detection
system gives rise to a high coverage vocabulary list of Swedish negation cues. The
coverage was, however, not complete, since a few additional infrequently occur-
ring, cues were found in the manually annotated resources. On the other hand, the
time-consuming manual annotation did not give rise to a complete list of negation
cues either, as it did not contain all the cues in list obtained by translation. Trans-
lating cues from English is, therefore, a resource efficient method for obtaining
a Swedish list covering frequently and moderately frequently occurring negation
cues.

8.2.2 Study VI

As a result of the problem of separating uncertainty and negation for the rule-
based system, uncertainty was also included in the next study. How well a hand-
crafted English rule-based negation and uncertainty detection system performs
when adapted to Swedish text was, therefore, studied. Four classes were used:
Definite Existence, Probable Existence, Probable Negated Existence and Definite
Negated Existence. It could, however, be concluded that when involving uncer-
tainties, lower results for the class Definite Negated Existence were achieved than
for the corresponding class Negated in the previous study (a precision of 60% and
a recall of 66% compared to a precision of 75% and a recall of 82% in the previ-
ous study). The results are, however, not directly comparable, as the results in the
previous study show the performance on sentences containing a known negation
cue, while the results when uncertainty is also included show the performance on
randomly extracted sentences containing a clinical finding. In addition, the def-
inition for Negated used in Study V was slightly wider than the definition of the
class Definite Negated Existence. For the class Probable Negated Existence, low
results were also obtained (a precision of 54% and a recall of 56%), while results
for combining these two classes into the one class Negated were much better (a
precision of 84% and a recall of 90%). These results show that the more granular
division of Negated into Definite Negation and Probable Negation is difficult to
make. The exact interpretation of cues for Definite Negated Existence or Probable
Negated Existence might be more dependent on the medical context in which they
occur than is the case for cues for the other classes, for which better results were
obtained. For Definite Existence, a precision of 89% and a recall of 87% were
achieved, while the precision was 82% and the recall 81% for Probable Existence.

The more granular classes for uncertainty are grouped into larger classes slightly
differently here than in previous research using the Stockholm EPR Diagnosis Un-
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certainty Corpus (Velupillai, 2011). It is, however, still possible to approximately
compare the results. Although the previous approach used a larger subset of the
Stockholm EPR Diagnosis Uncertainty Corpus for training a machine learning
model, than was used here for correcting and expanding the cue sets, similar re-
sults were achieved. F-scores for Velupillai (2011) compared to results achieved
here are as follows: Definite Existence 0.83 vs. 0.88, Probable Existence 0.77 vs.
0.81, Probable Negated Existence 0.56 vs. 0.55 and Definite Negated Existence
0.69 vs. 0.63.

For comparing to English, results from the 2010 i2b2/VA challenge could be
used (i2b2/VA, 2010). The class Possible in the i2b2/VA challenge is similar to
the combined class Uncertainty_yes, evaluated in Study VI. For this class, Clark
et al. (2011) achieved an F-score of 0.63, while an F-score of 0.78 was achieved
here. The 2010 i2b2/VA challenge did, however, also include the related class
Hypothetical, which the classifier sometimes confused with Possible. For the class
corresponding to Definite Existence, an F-score of 0.96 was achieved by Clark et
al. (2011) and for Definite Negated Existence an F-score of 0.94, thus better than
the results achieved in Study VI. This shows that approaches involving machine
learning on large data sets can achieve better results than those obtained in the
studies of this thesis.

The coverage of the obtained Swedish vocabulary of uncertainty cues was also
evaluated. This showed that the recall for Probable Existence was low when only
cues translated from the English system were used, but that the recall improved
when uncertainty cues from other sources were added. It could, therefore, be con-
cluded that only relying on cues translated from the English system results in a low
coverage vocabulary. Uncertainty is, however, expressed with a large set of cues
in Swedish clinical text. In contrast to the other classes, the results for Probable
Existence continued to improve substantially also after the 10 most frequently oc-
curring cues were used for detecting the class. It is, consequently, more difficult to
obtain a high coverage vocabulary for uncertainty cues, which could explain why
translating cues is less successful for uncertainty than for negation

As the result for Probable Existence continues to improve with additional un-
certainty cues, it is likely that the final version of the vocabulary of moderately
frequently occurring uncertainty cues is not complete. There is, therefore, a pos-
sibility to further improve uncertainty detection by expanding the uncertainty cue
phrase vocabulary, for instance by the explored semi-automatic vocabulary expan-
sion methods.
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8.3 General discussion and conclusions

All three aims of the thesis dealt with exploring the possibilities of enabling infor-
mation extraction from clinical text. The first two aims dealt with enabling clinical
information extraction in languages other than English, and the third aim dealt
with enabling information extraction of entities on a more granular level.

8.3.1 Exploring techniques previously used for English

The first aim consisted of exploring techniques previously used for English clinical
findings extraction on a related language. In an initial attempt, this aim was ad-
dressed by mapping Swedish clinical assessment field text to existing medical vo-
cabularies. As this resulted in low recall and relatively low precision, a conditional
random fields model was trained to perform this task. Despite being trained on
a relatively small corpus (1 317 Disorder mentions and 2 540 Finding mentions),
the model achieved results comparable to the inter-annotator agreement results of
human annotators. The model achieved a precision of 80% and a recall of 82% for
Disorder, a precision of 72% and a recall of 65% for Finding and a precision of
80% and a recall of 76% for the combined entity category Clinical Finding. For
negation and uncertainty detection, on the other hand, the approach of using rules
and vocabulary mapping was more successful. When adapting an English system,
and obtaining cues from this system as well as from other sources, results in line
with a previously evaluated machine learning model (Velupillai, 2011) were ob-
tained. For the combined class Negated, a precision of 84% and a recall of 90%
were achieved, for Definite Existence a precision of 89% and a recall of 87% were
achieved, and for Probable Existence, a precision of 82% and a recall of 81% were
achieved.

It can, therefore, be concluded that, for negation and uncertainty detection in
a language related to English, leveraging English rule-based resources can be a
resource efficient approach for obtaining relatively good results. In contrast, cur-
rently available vocabularies are not extensive enough to enable a rule-based vo-
cabulary mapping approach for high quality named entity recognition in Swedish
assessment fields.

The Swedish negation and uncertainty detection system achieved, however,
slightly lower results than English systems trained on a large corpus of annotated
data (Clark et al., 2011). A more resource demanding machine learning based
approach might, therefore, be necessary to further improve Swedish negation and
uncertainty detection. This is also supported by the fact that using more than the
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30 most frequent cues for the negated classes only had a marginally positive ef-
fect on the results, which shows that the system cannot be further improved by
solely extending the cue lexicon for these classes, but that other methods might be
required.

Although relatively good results were achieved for the named entity recognition
model trained on a limited-sized corpus, similar to the negation and uncertainty
detection system, the achieved results were lower than results for English models
trained on much larger corpora (Jiang et al., 2011; de Bruijn et al., 2011). The
lower results could, perhaps, be partly attributed to factors other than a smaller
training set, e.g. to differences between different genres within the clinical domain
and differences between how the entities were defined. The general trend for En-
glish is, however, that clinical named entity recognition models trained on a larger
data set perform better (Patrick et al., 2007; Roberts et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2011;
de Bruijn et al., 2011). Therefore, to obtain results for Swedish that are in line with
the best English systems, a larger annotated corpus is probably required. There is,
however, also room for improvement by means other than an increased training
corpus, since errors caused by an incorrect lemmatisation and by incorrect vocab-
ulary mapping of compound words were identified, errors that are more likely to
occur in Swedish than in English clinical text. Among identified errors was also
an inability to recognise jargon and abbreviations, an error type, which might have
been less frequent if more extensive vocabularies had been available.

8.3.2 Evaluation and expansion of clinical vocabulary resources

The conclusion above regarding existing vocabulary resources is related to the
second aim of the thesis, the aim of studying the usefulness of a smaller vocabu-
lary resource for the task of extracting clinical findings and of exploring methods
for facilitating the expansion and creation of clinical vocabularies. From the first
attempt at recognising clinical findings, an attempt at mapping to existing vocab-
ularies that resulted in low recall and relatively low precision, it could be con-
cluded that existing Swedish medical vocabularies are insufficient for the purpose
of high-recall named entity recognition. This further implies that existing vocabu-
laries are equally insufficient for the purpose of high-quality concept mapping of
clinical text, which is an important component in clinical informations extraction,
e.g. as shown by its inclusion in shared tasks (Suominen et al., 2013; Aramaki et
al., 2014). In turn, this shows the importance, for Swedish as well as for other
languages with smaller medical vocabulary resources, to have access to methods
that facilitate vocabulary expansion. To enable an expansion of vocabularies with
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terms that are relevant for information extraction from clinical text, it is particu-
larly important to explore vocabulary expansion using methods suitable for clinical
corpora. The Random indexing based methods explored in this thesis are examples
of such methods, since they, in contrast to many other explored medical vocabulary
expansion methods (Dannélls, 2006; McCrae and Collier, 2008; Neelakantan and
Collins, 2014), do not require terms and abbreviations to be defined or explained
in the text.

One of the vocabulary expansion approaches explored in this thesis created lists
of candidates for terms belonging to certain semantic categories, i.e. producing
vocabularies that have the potential to improve named entity recognition. Among
the top 1 000 candidate terms for the category Clinical Finding, 53% of the 90
reference standard terms were retrieved, while the same figure for Pharmaceutical
Drug was 88%. Although it is likely that results could be improved, e.g. by further
tuning the used application of Random indexing, the results obtained show the
potential of using distributional semantics as a practical aid when constructing
vocabulary resources relevant for clinical information extraction.

The other vocabulary expansion method explored in the thesis aimed at extract-
ing synonyms as well as abbreviations and their expansions, thereby creating vo-
cabulary resources useful also for concept mapping. Similar to the other vocab-
ulary extraction study, Random indexing was used, but combinations of models
and post-processing of the results were evaluated. For retrieving known synonyms
among 10 candidate terms, a maximum recall of 47% was achieved, while a max-
imum recall of 42% was achieved for retrieving abbreviation expansions. These
results also indicate the potential of using distributional semantics for facilitating
the construction of clinically relevant vocabularies. In addition, for both Random
indexing studies, a manual inspection of retrieved candidates showed that gener-
ated candidates were often relevant terms, despite not being included in the used
reference standards. For instance, among the top 100 candidates for terms be-
longing to the category Clinical Finding, 68% were classified as belonging to the
correct semantic category. This indicates that Random indexing based vocabulary
expansion might be even more useful than what is shown by the obtained recall
figures.

For negation and uncertainty detection, the used semi-automatic method for vo-
cabulary expansion was to translate English negation and uncertainty cues. In con-
trast to, i.e. terms denoting clinical findings, the cue words are not specific to the
medical or clinical language, and translations could be found using Google Trans-
late. The translation was successful for negation cues, for which a large part of
the expressions used for negating Swedish clinical findings were obtained. For un-
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certainty cues, however, the lexicon obtained by translation had a lower coverage,
probably due to the fact that a much larger set of cues is used to express uncertainty
than to express negation. In contrast to the detection of negated classes, there is,
therefore, a possibility to improve the detection of uncertainty by further expand-
ing the cue lexicon with uncertainty cues. Also for uncertainty, however, many
useful cues were achieved by the semi-automatic vocabulary expansion method of
translating English uncertainty cues.

8.3.3 Distinguishing between the semantic categories Disorder and Finding

The third aim regarded the possibility to distinguish between the semantic cat-
egories Disorder and Finding. This distinction has previously been described
as difficult to define when giving instructions for vocabulary construction (In-
ternational Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation, IHTSDO,
2008b). That the vocabulary mapping required priority rules, prioritising matches
against vocabulary terms of the category Disorder over matches against vocabu-
lary terms of the category Finding, shows that among terms in the used corpora,
there were such terms, which potentially belong to both semantic categories. This
was also a reason for not separating Clinical Finding into more granular categories
for the vocabulary expansion study using this semantic category.

In the Development corpus, annotated by the main annotator, however, only 3%
of unique entity types among annotated disorders and findings were annotated as
belonging to the category Disorder in some contexts and as belonging to the cate-
gory Findings in other contexts. This shows that, at least when using the definition
of one experienced annotator with medical education, the actual use of terms as
either belonging to the category Finding or the category Disorder might be more
clear cut than what might appear to be the case in medical vocabularies. There-
fore, if excluding terms that are categorised as both a Finding and a Disorder in
current vocabularies from the list of seed terms, it might be possible to apply the
semi-automatic vocabulary expansion technique explored here to extract terms of
the two more granular semantic categories Disorder and Finding.

To agree among annotators on which entities should be classified as Disorders
and which should be classified as Findings, proved, however, to be more difficult.
Especially when comparing the main annotator and the annotator without medical
education, the results were substantially improved when collapsing the two cat-
egories into the one category Clinical Finding (Disorder had an F-score of 0.80,
Finding an F-score 0.73 and the combined class Clinical Finding an F-score of
0.84). This is not surprising since a medical education is likely to increase the
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ability to, e.g. determine which mentioned entity types have an “underlying patho-
logical process”, which is one the distinguishing features. The two categories
were, however, not clear cut between the two physicians either, as the agreement
improved when using the combined category Clinical Finding instead of the two
separate categories.

These granular categories caused problems also for the named entity recogni-
tion. In many of the cases for which the system failed to detect a Disorder, it
had instead classified the entity as a Finding and vice versa. A more extensive
vocabulary, separating the categories Disorder and Finding, might be required to
decrease these misclassifications. Since it might not be enough using only fea-
tures from the most closely neighbouring words to distinguish between these two
entity categories, a larger annotated corpus might also be required to enable the
use of a larger feature context window. As previously mentioned, however, known
co-morbidities have been successfully extracted from structured data that contains
inaccuracies (Socialstyrelsen, 2006; Tanushi et al., 2011). This makes it likely
that co-morbidities, as well as finding-disorder relations, could be extracted from
a clinical text in which disorders are recognised with a precision of 80% and find-
ings with a precision of 72%.

8.4 Main contributions and final conclusions

• The main contribution of this thesis is the exploration of information extrac-
tion from non-English clinical corpora, since studies of clinical English until
recently have dominated clinical NLP research.

For named entity recognition of clinical findings, a machine learning model,
trained on a limited-sized corpus of annotated text, achieved results in line
with inter-annotator agreement figures from manual annotation. The ma-
chine learning model clearly outperformed the vocabulary-based approach
for recognising clinical findings, showing that Swedish medical vocabular-
ies are not extensive enough for the purpose of high-quality information ex-
traction from clinical text. For negation and uncertainty detection of recog-
nised clinical findings, on the other hand, an adaption of an English rule-
and vocabulary-based system achieved results in line with previous machine
learning approaches.

• The second most important contribution is the exploration of distributional
semantics for semi-automatic medical vocabulary expansion. This approach
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does not require that terms or abbreviations are explicitly defined in the type
of text used for vocabulary extraction, and is, thereby, more suitable for clin-
ical corpora than are many of the previously explored methods for biomed-
ical vocabulary extraction. Methods for facilitating vocabulary expansion
are particularly important for non-English languages, for which existing vo-
cabulary resources are often not extensive enough to enable high quality
information extraction.

Methods based on Random indexing were used for semi-automatically ex-
tracting terms of the semantic categories Clinical Finding and Pharmaceuti-
cal Drug, as well as for extracting synonyms and abbreviation dictionaries.
The ability of the evaluated approaches to retrieve known terms showed the
potential in using distributional semantics for facilitating the construction of
vocabularies relevant for the clinical sublanguage.

• Another important contribution of the thesis is the training and evaluation
of a machine learning model that divides Clinical Finding into the two more
granular categories Finding and Disorder. There is little previous research
on this division, despite its importance for many clinical text-mining appli-
cations.

The more granular division into Finding and Disorder decreased agreement
between the annotators and caused misclassifications for the trained ma-
chine learning model. There were, however, very few unique entity types
that were annotated as Disorders in some contexts and as Findings in other
contexts by the main annotator, which supports the meaningfulness of this
more granular division. In addition, the results achieved for recognising the
two separate categories are likely to be high enough for some clinical infor-
mation extraction applications, such as the extraction of co-morbidities and
disorder-finding relations.

• In the process of exploring the extraction of Clinical Findings from Swedish
health record corpora, a number of artefacts were developed for this Swedish
sublanguage, in the form of annotation guidelines, annotated corpora and
information extraction components (Table 8.1).

Developed information extraction components have been useful and will
hopefully continue to be useful for future studies on the extraction of in-
formation from Swedish clinical corpora.
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• Finally, the combination of a number of relatively resource efficient ap-
proaches for enabling information extraction in a non-English language,
which are described in this thesis, has inspired the construction of clini-
cal information extraction components for a non-Indo-European language
(Ahltorp et al., 2014b). This combination of approaches can, hopefully, also
inspire the research community to further information extraction studies, us-
ing clinical corpora from a number of different languages.

Guidelines
Swedish clinical entities annotation guidelines

http://dsv.su.se/health/guidelines/
Corpora

Stockholm EPR Clinical Entity Corpus
Not publicly available (sensitive content)

Stockholm EPR Negated Findings Corpus
Not publicly available (sensitive content)

Vocabularies
Negation cue list to use together with NegEx

http://people.dsv.su.se/~mariask/resources/triggers.txt
Negation and uncertainty cue lists to use together with PyContextSwe

http://dsv.su.se/health/dictionaries
Systems

Rule-based vocabulary matching
http://people.dsv.su.se/~mariask/resources/snomedMatchning_conllformat.zip

PyContextSwe
Available upon request

Models
NER model trained on Stockholm EPR Clinical Entity Corpus

Not publicly available (trained on sensitive content)
Random Indexing models built on subset of Stockholm EPR Corpus

Not publicly available (built on sensitive content)
Random Indexing models built on Läkartidningen

http://people.dsv.su.se/~mariask/random_indexing/random_indexing.html

Table 8.1: Availability of developed artefacts.
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Future directions

This chapter discusses future directions for the work of this thesis. Some possibil-
ities for future studies have been briefly indicated in the discussion, but here the
ideas will be developed.

9.1 Further exploring vocabulary expansion

There are a number of possible future directions for developing, evaluating and
applying the explored vocabulary expansion techniques.

9.1.1 Comparison to other approaches and further tuning of the Random
indexing models

As mentioned in the discussion, it is difficult to compare two vocabulary expansion
approaches for which different reference standards, seed terms and corpora have
been used. Therefore, to be able to determine the performance of Random indexing
compared to other distributional semantics methods, e.g. to newer versions of spa-
tial methods (Mikolov et al., 2013), the different methods must be compared using
the exact same resources and evaluation framework. Since combinations of differ-
ent semantic spaces and the use of post-processing techniques were successful for
improving the results of the synonym and abbreviation extraction task, it is likely
that there is a possibility to improve results by further developing these strategies.
Comparison to other distributional semantics methods as well as further tuning and
post-processing of the used Random indexing methods are therefore two possible
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future directions for improving and evaluating the explored vocabulary expansion
approaches.

9.1.2 Clustering context vectors

Another possible post-processing technique is clustering of the context vectors.
For instance, when extracting terms belonging to the categories Clinical Finding
and Pharmaceutical Drug, the used seed terms could be described as modelled
as one cluster in the created semantic space, since unknown terms were ranked
higher in the candidate list, the smaller the summed distance to the seed terms.
This is most likely an over-simplification, as there might be a number of sub-
clusters within each of the two evaluated semantic categories, sub-clusters that are
positioned at large distances from each other in the semantic space. Terms not part
of these sub-clusters, but close to two or more clusters, receive a high ranking with
the used approach, although they should be ranked lower than terms close to the
centroids of the sub-clusters. Exploring clustering of seed terms and measuring the
distance of unknown terms to these sub-clusters might, therefore, be a possibility
for further improving the word space based vocabulary expansion techniques.

9.1.3 Addressing multiword terms

In an extension of Study III, which is not included in this thesis, the task of extract-
ing multi-word terms was also addressed (Henriksson et al., 2013b). Multi-word
terms are frequent within the medical domain, especially for the two semantic cat-
egories that have been the focus of this thesis. In the sub-corpus used in Study I for
instance, the average length of an annotated Disorder was 1.28 tokens, while the
average length of an annotated Finding was 1.61 tokens. Not all of these annotated
token combinations are suitable to include in vocabularies, but these statistics still
show that a medical vocabulary expansion approach that does not include multi-
word terms will not be able to produce a high-coverage vocabulary. This reasoning
is also supported by the fact that existing medical vocabularies consist of a large
number of multi-word terms, which were excluded from the sets of seed and ref-
erence standard terms used in the vocabulary extraction studies of this thesis. In
the study by Henriksson et al. (2013b), the corpus was pre-processed by joining
neighbouring tokens into one term, if they were likely to be part of a multi-word
term according to the C-value method for multi-word term extraction. This method
could be further developed, e.g. by using part-of-speech information for filtering
the multi-word terms achieved by the C-value method, and compositional distri-
butional semantics methods (Socher et al., 2012) could also be attempted.
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9.1.4 Identifying connections between entities of the types Body Structure
and Clinical Finding

Related to the topic of multi-word terms is the relation between the Finding and
Disorder categories and the category Body Structure. An annotation of the seman-
tic category Body Structure had priority over the semantic categories Finding and
Disorder. Therefore, in the text chunk “pain in arm”, arm was annotated as a Body
Structure and pain as a Finding. These guidelines allowed for more flexibility and,
thereby, fewer annotations of longer sequences, such as “pain in arm and head”,
but they also have the effect that a further processing of the text is required to
determine whether the recognised Body Structure entities constitute the site for a
Clinical Finding. Such post-processing has been explored by Forsgren and Gredin
(2013), who used the machine learning model of Study IV on assessment fields,
and thereafter applied rule-based chunking on sentences that contained at least one
entity of the category Body Structure as well as at least one entity of the category
Clinical Finding, in order to determine whether the Body Structure was the site for
the Clinical Finding. This resulted in a high precision (84%) but a relatively low
recall (44%), and there is, therefore, room for further development of this approach
or for the exploration of alternative methods.

9.1.5 Further expanding the uncertainty cue lexicon

For expanding negation and uncertainty detection vocabularies, the main approach
used in this thesis was to translate English cues. This resulted in a high cover-
age vocabulary for negation, while the results indicated that uncertainty detection
could be improved by further expanding the cue lexicon with uncertainty cues.
The Random indexing based approach evaluated in Study II could, for instance,
be applied to this task, using the list of uncertainty cues developed in Study VI as
seed terms. Also for expansion of uncertainty cues, the existence of multi-word
terms needs to be taken into account. It is also possible to further improve results
of the cue-based approach by improving the methods for scope detection.

9.2 Applying developed vocabulary

Evaluating the usefulness of the vocabulary expansion techniques for named entity
recognition and concept mapping is another important future direction.
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9.2.1 Evaluating the usefulness of created vocabularies for named entity
recognition

In Study IV, it was shown that existing vocabularies were useful as a feature for
the machine learning model and that abbreviations and jargon expressions gave
rise to false negatives for the trained model. With a more extensive vocabulary of
the studied entity types, this feature might have been even more useful, and some
of the false negatives caused by the use of abbreviations and jargon might have
been avoided. Study II consisted of an exploration of methods for semi-automatic
creation of a more extensive vocabulary, i.e. a vocabulary that could be used for
improving named entity recognition. It remains, however, to be investigated how
useful the output from Study II would be for named entity recognition. Neelakan-
tan and Collins (2014) evaluated their created vocabulary by using it in a rule- and
vocabulary based named entity recognition approach, similar to the approach of
Study I, as well as by using it for generating features when training a machine
learning model on annotated text. Both these two evaluation metrics would be
interesting to apply to vocabulary generated by the methods of Study II. It might
also be interesting to create a vocabulary list of the manually annotated entities
in the Stockholm EPR Clinical Entity Corpus to use as a reference standard for
evaluating the term candidates produced by the methods of Study II.

9.2.2 Evaluating the usefulness of created vocabularies for concept matching

An implication of the low results in Study I is that Swedish medical vocabularies
are not extensive enough to enable high-quality concept mapping. This was a
motivation for the exploration of synonym and abbreviation dictionary expansion
in Study III. Similar to the created vocabularies of Study II, it remains, however, to
be evaluated how useful an expanded vocabulary of synonyms and abbreviations
would be for concept mapping of the four evaluated entity types.

In Study III, the vocabulary expansion approach was evaluated for terms for
which there exists at least one known synonym, while in a realistic setting, it is
not known for which terms there are synonyms. Also, when adding new terms to
a vocabulary, it cannot be taken for granted that a new term is a synonym to an
existing term. Instead, it might be the case that the new term should be added as a
new independent concept to the vocabulary, and the task is to determine to which
hypernym the new concept should be attached. The approaches of Study II and
Study III could, however, be combined to create vocabularies suitable for concept
mapping. First, a set of unknown terms of a given semantic category could be
retrieved using the method of Study II. Thereafter, each unknown term could be
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positioned in the existing vocabulary using the method of Study III, by associating
the unknown term to the vocabulary, either as a synonym or as a hyponym to an
existing vocabulary concept.

9.2.3 Evaluating the usefulness of created vocabularies for other applica-
tions

Another piece of conducted research that was not included in the thesis is med-
ical text simplification by automatic synonym replacement. In a study by Abra-
hamsson et al. (2014), current Swedish medical synonym resources were used for
simplifying medical text by replacing terms that were infrequent in a corpus of
standard Swedish with more frequently occurring synonyms. A conclusion of this
study was, however, that many terms in the specialist medical language lacked
synonyms in the used resources. This could probably be partly explained by the
fact that there are medical terms, for which there are no synonyms in the everyday
language. It could, however, also be an indication that current medical synonym
resources should be expanded to be able to provide patients with text that is easier
to understand. The methods explored in Study III could be used for expanding syn-
onym and abbreviation resources, with the aim of developing vocabulary resources
that can be used for making medical texts more accessible to patients.

9.3 Exploring resource efficient methods

The importance of resource efficiency has been briefly discussed in the thesis,
mainly referring to resources in the form of manual work effort required for an-
notation or for manually correcting term candidates. Resource efficiency has been
the motivation for evaluating performance for vocabulary extraction using a lim-
ited number of generated candidate words, as well as for evaluating a machine
learning model for named entity recognition on a limited-sized corpus of manually
annotated clinical text. Resource efficiency is particularly important for languages,
for which it is unlikely that large corpora, such as the i2b2/VA Challenge Corpus
(Uzuner et al., 2011) or the MiPACQ Clinical Corpus (Albright et al., 2013), will
be developed. There are, however, a number of standard methods for increasing
resource efficiency, and, while these methods have not been explored in the thesis,
they constitute important future work.
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9.3.1 Semi-supervised methods

There are previous approaches for incorporating semi-supervised methods into
named entity recognition of entities in clinical text. In the study by de Bruijn
et al. (2011), for instance, features in the form of hierarchical word clusters con-
structed by Brown clustering on unlabelled data were incorporated when training
a machine learning model on annotated text. There are also approaches in which
features from spatial models have been used when training medical named entity
recognition models (Pyysalo et al., 2013), including features obtained from Ran-
dom indexing (Jonnalagadda et al., 2012; Henriksson et al., 2014). As there are
vocabulary resources for the entities explored in this thesis, a possible method of
using Random indexing would be to create clusters around context vectors for ex-
isting vocabulary terms and to use cluster membership in these clusters as a feature
for training the machine learning models (Skeppstedt, 2014).

9.3.2 Resource efficiency in annotation

Other possibilities for resource efficiency (which is orthogonal to the use of semi-
supervised methods) are methods for facilitating annotation and methods for min-
imising the data required for training machine learning models. These approaches
are particularly important for clinical text, since, as previously mentioned, crowd-
sourcing approaches cannot always be used. There are examples of studies in
which pre-annotation has been applied on clinical text (Henriksson et al.; South
et al., 2014), and Olsson (2008) suggests that pre-annotation could be combined
with active learning.

Pre-annotation and active learning might, however, appear to be an incompatible
combination, i.e. to provide the human annotator with pre-annotated data that has
been selected for active learning. The reason for this incompatibility is that data
selected for annotation when using active learning, is the data for which the pre-
annotator is most uncertain and, therefore, the data which would be least suitable
for pre-annotation (since a very low-performing pre-annotation is not helpful).

Skeppstedt (2013b) suggests a method for solving this incompatibility by always
presenting two alternative annotations to the annotator, and letting the annotator
select the correct version among these two alternatives. To minimise the instances
in which none of the presented pre-annotations are correct, the texts presented
to the annotator are actively selected from the pool of unlabelled text, with the
selection criterion that the third most probable annotation should have a much
lower probability than the two most probable ones, while the two most probable
ones have a fairly similar probability. The probability that one of the presented
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pre-annotations is correct is then high, making the pre-annotation useful to the
annotator. In addition, the machine learner is uncertain which of the two most
probable annotations is correct, thereby also making the selection of annotation
instances useful to the machine learner.

9.4 Applying the developed artefacts

An advantage of the developed rule-based methods is that they can be distributed
freely, as they are built on a few simple rules for determining scope and on a lists
of cues. So far, the negation detection system in Study V has evaluated as a com-
ponent in a system for suggesting ICD-10 codes (Henriksson and Hassel, 2011) as
well as in a system for detecting healthcare associated infections (Ehrentraut et al.,
2014), and the cues for Study VI have been translated into several other languages
(Chapman et al., 2013; Ahltorp et al., 2014b).

The machine learning model for named entity recognition on the other hand,
which is trained on authentic clinical text, is only used by the limited number of
people who also have access to the corpus on which it is trained. The model has,
however, been used successfully as a pre-annotation tool for annotations aiming
at detecting adverse drug reactions in a study by Henriksson et al., in which it is
called Clinical Entity Finder.

The Random indexing models that were built on clinical text also contain sen-
sitive information and cannot be made freely available. In Study II, however, the
Random indexing models were not constructed on clinical text, but on a freely
available medical corpus and have, therefore, been made freely available.

The intended use of the components constructed in this thesis is as an infor-
mation extraction pipeline, in which the named entity recognition model is first
applied for recognising the four entity types Disorder, Finding, Body Structure
and Pharmaceutical Drug. Thereafter, the Swedish adaption of PyContextNLP is
applied to detect if the recognised Disorders and Findings are affirmed, negated,
and/or expressed with uncertainty. A third component in such a pipeline could be
a system like the one constructed by Forsgren and Gredin (2013), in which entities
of the categories Body Structure are associated with entities of the Clinical Finding
categories.

Current versions of developed components are not likely to be possible to use
in a clinical setting, e.g. for generating patient summaries or problem lists, as such
usages would require near perfect performance. For information extraction, on
the other hand, e.g. for generating new medical knowledge, it is likely that the
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developed components could be useful. Previous research has mined information
from the structured data of the health records of the Stockholm EPR Corpus, e.g.
ICD-10 codes to mine for comorbidity (Tanushi et al., 2011) as well as ICD-10
and ATC (Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System) codes (Zhao
et al., 2014) to mine for adverse drug reactions. Similar studies could be performed
but also include disorders, findings and pharmaceutical drugs extracted from the
clinical text.
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Appendix A

Authors’ contributions

A.1 Study I
Rule-based Entity Recognition and Coverage of SNOMED CT in Swedish Clinical Text by
Maria Skeppstedt, Maria Kvist, and Hercules Dalianis.

MS initiated and coordinated the study and was responsible for constructing and eval-
uating the rule- and vocabulary-based system. MK provided domain expertise of clinical
language to all parts of the study and was responsible for the annotation part, which con-
sisted of construction of annotation guidelines and of performing the annotation. The paper
was drafted jointly by MS and MK and HD provided feedback on several versions of the
paper.

A.2 Study II
Vocabulary Expansion by Semantic Extraction of Medical Terms by Maria Skeppstedt, Mag-
nus Ahltorp, and Aron Henriksson.

MS initiated and coordinated the study and designed and carried out the evaluation. MS
and MA designed and carried out the CosAdd experiments, while AH designed and car-
ried out the TermRep experiments. Introduction, background and discussion sections were
drafted by MS and MA, and the other sections by MS and AH.

A.3 Study III
Synonym Extraction and Abbreviation Expansion with Ensembles of Semantic Spaces by
Aron Henriksson, Hans Moen, Maria Skeppstedt, Vidas Daudaravičius, and Martin Duneld.
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AH was responsible for coordinating the study and was thus involved in all parts of it. AH
was responsible for the overall design of the study and for carrying out the experiments. AH
initiated the idea of combining semantic spaces induced from different corpora and imple-
mented the evaluation and post-processing modules. AH also had the main responsibility
for the manuscript and drafted parts of the background and results description. HM and
MS contributed equally to the study. HM initiated the idea of combining semantic models
trained differently (Random Indexing and Random Permutation) and was responsible for
designing and implementing strategies for combining the output of multiple semantic mod-
els. HM also drafted parts of the method description in the manuscript and surveyed relevant
literature. MS initiated the idea of applying the method to abbreviation-expansion extrac-
tion and to different types of corpora. MS was responsible for designing the evaluation part
of the study, as well as for preparing the reference standards. MS also drafted parts of the
background and method description in the manuscript. VD, together with MS, was respon-
sible for designing the post-processing filtering of candidate terms. MD provided feedback
on the design of the study and drafted parts of the background and method description in
the manuscript. MD also carried out the manual evaluation, and the analysis thereof. AH,
HM, MS and MD analysed the results and drafted the discussion and conclusions in the
manuscript. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.

A.4 Study IV
Automatic recognition of disorders, findings, pharmaceuticals and body structures from
clinical text: An annotation and machine learning study by Maria Skeppstedt, Maria Kvist,
Gunnar H Nilsson, and Hercules Dalianis.

MS was responsible for the overall design of the study and for the named entity recogni-
tion part, while MK was responsible for the annotation part. MK developed the annotation
guidelines with assistance from MS, and GN revised them. MK was the main annota-
tor, while MS and GN annotated subsets of the data. MK also provided domain expertise
of clinical language and carried out the error analysis. MS designed and carried out the
named entity recognition experiments, with feedback from HD. HD drafted parts of the
background, while MS drafted the rest of the manuscript with feedback from the other au-
thors. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.

A.5 Study VI
Cue-based assertion classification for Swedish clinical text – Developing a lexicon for
pyConTextSwe by Sumithra Velupillai, Maria Skeppstedt, Maria Kvist, Danielle Mowery,
Brian E Chapman, Hercules Dalianis, and Wendy W Chapman.

All authors planned and designed the study during a joint workshop. SV coordinated the
study, designed and carried out the evaluation, managed the evaluation data and drafted the
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results section. MS designed and carried out the automatic generation of cue inflections,
cue combinations as well as the frequency filtering of cues, and drafted the materials and
methods section. MK provided domain expertise of clinical language and was the main
person responsible for translating and classifying the English cues, with assistance from
SV as well as from from MS. MK also performed the error analysis and drafted the error
analysis section of the manuscript. DM drafted the introduction and background with as-
sistance from HD, who also made the illustration. BC adapted pyContextNLP for Swedish,
with additions by MS and SV, and also drafted the manuscript part describing the system.
WC, together with MK, supervised all parts of the study and administrated the cue lists.
WC, together with SV, MS, MK and DM, also determined what modality classes to use. All
authors contributed to the manuscript discussion and conclusion. SV and MS finalised the
manuscript which was read and approved by all authors.
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Appendix B

Used evaluation methods

NLP systems are often evaluated by experimental methods. These evaluations are typically
based on a comparison of the output of the artefact to a set of known expected outputs, i.e. a
reference standard (Friedman and Hripcsak, 1998). This could be manually annotated out-
puts (Ogren, 2006), or an external resource, such as an existing vocabulary (Biemann, 2005;
McCrae and Collier, 2008). There are a number of standard measures used for evaluating
NLP systems, as well as for evaluating the quality of the used reference standards.

B.1 Measuring the performance of an artefact
The most common measures (Alpaydin, 2010, pp. 489–493) (Campbell et al., 2007, p. 50),
in e.g. information retrieval, for comparing the output of an artefact to the reference standard
are precision, recall and F-score.

Precision (positive predictive value) =
t p

t p+ f p
Recall (sensitivity) =

t p
t p+ f n

t p = true positives, the number of classification instances for which the predicted class
matches the actual class.

f p = false positives, the number of classification instances for which the classifier incor-
rectly predicts the class.

tn = true negatives, the number classification instances for which the classifier correctly
does not predict the class.

f n = false negatives, the number of classification instances for which the classifier fails
to predict the actual class.

Precision for named entity recognition is thus the proportion of the total number of la-
belled chunks that are correctly labelled, whereas recall is the proportion of chunks actually
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present in the reference standard that are correctly identified by the system (Jurafsky and
Martin, 2008, p. 489). F-score or F-measure, is a combination of precision and recall.
When precision and recall are given equal weight it is defined as follows (Jurafsky and
Martin, 2008, p. 489):

F = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall

Negative predictive value measures the proportion of instances with a negative test out-
come for which this is a correct outcome (Altman and Bland, 1994), while specificity mea-
sures how well a system detects negatives occurring in the reference standard (Alpaydin,
2010, p. 493) (Campbell et al., 2007, p. 50). Both are infrequently used within NLP, but
were included in one of the studies of this thesis to be able to compare achieved results to
those of a previous study.

Negative predictive value =
tn

tn+ f n
Specificity =

tn
tn+ f p

B.2 Statistical tests
To estimate in what range a true value lies (Blom, 1989, p. 222), a confidence interval can
be computed for the values obtained in the experiments.

If the result of a random trial either can take the value success or the value failure and
nothing else, and p is the probability for success, then if n independent executions of the
trial are performed, the random variable for the total number of successes is binomially
distributed, written as Bin(n, p) (Newbold et al., 2003, p. 147). The distribution of true
positives given the number of returned objects M(= t p+ f p) is binomial with parameters
n = M and p = precision. Likewise, the distribution of true positives given the number of
relevant objects N(= t p+ f n) is binomial with parameters n = N and p = recall (Goutte
and Gaussier, 2005). Precision and recall are thus binomial proportions, which means that
statistical methods for binomial proportions can be applied for estimating confidence inter-
val, as well as for significance testing. A binomial distribution can be approximated with
the normal distribution if the number of observed instances are large enough, which can be
justified through the central limit theorem (Andersson, 1968, chapter 2.7). The confidence
interval can then be computed as (Campbell et al., 2007, p. 92, 94):

p̂± z1−α/2

√
p̂(1− p̂)

n
p̂ is the estimated proportion (e.g. precision or recall), n is the total number of instances

that were used in the test (e.g. the total number of relevant entities or the total number of
extracted entities). The constant z1−α/2 depends on the size of the confidence interval; for
a 95% confidence interval the constant z1−α/2 is 1.96 (Campbell et al., 2007, pp. 91–92,
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94–96). As a rule of thumb, both p̂ ∗ n and (1− p̂) ∗ n should be larger than 10 in order
to approximate the binomial distribution with the normal distribution (Andersson, 1968,
chapter 2.7). For all confidence interval calculations in the studies of this thesis, the above
described formula was used.

When two artefacts are compared by evaluating their outputs against a certain reference
standard, a significance test between the results of the two artefacts can be carried out to
find out if it is likely that the achieved results hold true for the population in general. If the
two artefacts are evaluated against the same reference standard, a comparison of two groups
of paired observations is carried out (Campbell et al., 2007, p. 119). The same instance in
the reference standard then leads to two observations, the first one when evaluated against
one of the artefacts and the other when evaluated against the other. When the artefacts are
evaluated against two different reference standards, a comparison of independent groups
is carried out (Campbell et al., 2007, p. 119). A significance test results in a p-value that
indicates the strength of evidence, and a p-value less than 0.01 indicates strong evidence of
a difference between the two artefacts (Campbell et al., 2007, p. 107).

For comparison of two groups of paired observations, McNemar’s test (Campbell et al.,
2007, p. 120) or a binomial sign test (Newbold et al., 2003, p. 532) were used in the studies
of this thesis. For comparison of independent groups, the χ2-test was used (Campbell et al.,
2007, pp. 126, 132–136).

B.3 Evaluating the quality of the reference standard
A reference standard is often created using aggregated responses from many experts (Hripc-
sak and Wilcox, 2002). The output from each of the experts can be combined by a majority
decision, by a final evaluator that combines each individual response or by a discussion of
the responses which leads to a consensus.

The reliability of the reference standard, can be measured by the agreement between the
different experts (the inter-annotator agreement). Reliability is, however, only a condition
for validity, that is to what extent the annotated data correspond to a hypothetical ”true
annotation”. It is possible to achieve a high reliability and low validity if the compared
annotators all make the same mistakes compared to this ”true annotation” (Artstein and
Poesio, 2008). A frequently used measure for inter-annotator agreement within NLP that
takes the probability of random agreement into account is the Cohen’s κ coefficient (Art-
stein and Poesio, 2008). The κ score can, however, not be used when the negative cases are
not well-defined but overlap and vary in length between annotators. This is the case for an-
notations of named entities in text, for which inter-annotator agreement is instead typically
measured in terms of F-score (Hripcsak and Rothschild, 2005).
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Appendix C

Used vocabularies

Allthough medical vocabulary resources are more extensive for English than for Swedish,
there are a number of medical vocabularies available in Swedish. The following vocabular-
ies were used in the studies of this thesis:

SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms) has the pur-
pose of providing a standardised terminology for clinical information (IHTSDO, 2008).
Since 2011, there is an official Swedish translation, which, unlike the English version, does
not contain any synonyms (Socialstyrelsen, 2011).

Clinical Findings
Disorders

Figure C.1: The hierarchy in SNOMED CT

The categories Disorder and Finding used in this thesis, were based on those given
by SNOMED CT International Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation,
IHTSDO (2008b), which were as follows:

Clinical findings may be simply defined as observations, judgments or assessments
about patients. The problem with the terms “finding” and “observation” is that
they seem to refer to the judgment of the observer rather than to the actual state
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of the body. “Organism state” has been suggested as a more neutral name, but
it would need to be delimited from a “course of disease.” Examples of clinical
findings include: difficulty swallowing, nose bleed, diabetes, headache, and so
forth. More precise and reproducible definitions of clinical findings, and the pre-
cise boundaries between findings and events, between findings and observables,
between findings and situations, and the distinction between “finding” and “disor-
der”, remain ongoing challenges at the margins. The distinction between a disor-
der and an observation has proven to be difficult to define in a reproducible manner
across the tens of thousands of concepts included under clinical findings. Never-
theless, there are several reliable characteristics of each sub-category (disorders
and findings):

1.1) Disorders
1) Disorders necessarily are abnormal.
2) They have temporal persistence, with the (at least theoretical) possibility of their

manifestations being treated, in remission, or quiescent even though the disorder
itself still present.

3) They necessarily have an underlying pathological process.
1.2 Findings
1) Findings may be normal (but not necessarily); no disorders may.
2) Some findings may exist only at a single point in time (e.g. a serum sodium level);

no disorders may.
3) Findings cannot be temporally separate from the observing of them (you can’t ob-

serve them and say they are absent, nor can you have the finding present when it is
not capable of being observed).

4) They cannot be defined in terms of an underlying pathological process that is present
even when the observation itself is not present.

Disorders may be present as a propensity for certain abnormal states to occur, even
when treatment mitigates or resolves those abnormal states. In some cases the
disease process is irrefutable, e.g. meningococcal meningitis. In others an under-
lying disease process is assumed based on the temporal and causal association of
the disorder and its manifestation, e.g. nystagmus disorder is different from the
finding/observation of nystagmus, which can be a normal physiological response
to rotation of the head. If you spin around and around and then have nystagmus
(the finding) you still do not have nystagmus disorder. And someone can have a
nystagmus disorder without currently manifesting nystagmus. Similarly, deafness
disorder is different from the symptom (observation) of reduced hearing, which can
be due to a number of temporary causes such as excessive ear wax. (International
Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation, IHTSDO, 2008b)

Finding and Disorder are two separate semantic categories within SNOMED CT. The
SNOMED CT hierarchy is structured according to the figure C.1, in which Clinical Finding
encompasses what is called Disorder and Finding in this thesis, and Disorder is a sub-
category of Clinical Finding.

ICD-10 codes (International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems), is an international standard diagnostic classification for general epidemiologi-
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cal and clinical use (WHO, 2012). The Swedish translation is named ICD-10-SE (Social-
styrelsen, 2012).

MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) is a controlled vocabulary created for the purpose
of indexing medical literature. The Swedish version has been translated from English by
Karolinska Institutet University Library (Karolinska Institutet, 2012), of which a subset is
freely available from U.S. National Library of Medicine (2014).

Wikipedia: Projekt medicin is a Wikipedia list of names of diseases in Swedish
(Wikipedia, 2012).

Abbreviations and acronyms extracted from the book ’Medicinska förkortningar och
akronymer’ (Cederblom, 2005), which lists Swedish medical abbreviations and acronyms
that have been manually collected from Swedish health records, newspapers, scientific arti-
cles, etc.

FASS (Farmaceutiska Specialiteter i Sverige) A listing of pharmaceutical drugs used in
Sweden (FASS, 2012).
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